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A B S T RAe T 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
AND READING COMPREHENSION AMONG SEVENTH 

GRADE STUDENTS 

The purpose of this study was to determine the 

relationship between reading comprehension and academic 

achievement of seventh graders in Bliylikcekmece Lisesi, 

including 20 living in the Bliylikcekmece Orphanage. 

Two measures used 1n determining the relationship were 

grades and reading comprehension scores. Academic achievement 

as reflected in grades were obtained from the students' 1982-

83 academic year, and the first semester of 1983-84 general 

grade point average, and averages for Turkish and Mathematic 

courses. 

The reading comprehension scores were obtained from 

two Informal Reading Inventories, developed particularly for 

the purpose of this study. The lack of reading tests in 

Turkish necessitated the dev~lopment of these inventories. 

The major part of the study, thus, constituted the work on 

the inventories. Piloting for the validity of the texts 

chosen for reading, and the difficulty of comprehension 

questions was accomplished before finalizing the inventories 

for use in the evaluation of reading performance. The level 

of comprehension was the criterion in determining reading 

performance. There were three levels of reading comprehension. 

Ninety per cent comprehension of the material read 

corresponded to independent level, 51-89 per cent 

comprehension corresponded to instructional level, and 50 per 

cent and below corresponded to frustration level in reading. 

\ 
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The procedure included the administration of the 

Informal Group Reading Inventory to all 248 seventh graders. 

Of this group, 20 students living in the Bliylik~ekmece 

Orphanage was also tested individually by use of the Informal 

Individual Reading Inventory. The aim here was to collect 

information on the details of the reading skills of a group 

of seventh graders. This particular orphanage group was taken 

because of convenience and the special interest of the 

investigator. This group was also expected to be relatively 

poor readers compared to students living with their parents. 

Deprived environments in which they have grown-up could have 

negative effect on their reading and achievement levels. The 

findings, in fact, supported this expectation. The 

achievement and the Leading comprehension levels of the 

orphanage students were inferior to those students living 

with their parents. 

To test the ma~n hypothesis of this study, the data 

obtained were analyzed by use of correlation, and chi-square 

techniques. The Pearson Product Moment Correlations obtained 

between grades and reading comprehension scores of 248 seventh 

graders were .48 (grade point average), .49 (Turkish) and 

.46 (Math). They were all significant at the .005 level. 

These correlations indicate that 21-24 per cent of vaLiation 

in academic achievement could be explained by reading 

comprehension scores. The chi-square analysis also confirmed 

the significant relationship between academic achievement and 

reading comprehension and supported the main hypothesis. 

The same hypothesis was also tested using the 

orphanage group, i.e., the small group of 20 students. They 

were administered both the group and the individual reading 

inventories. Significant relations were found between the 

grade point average, the Turkish grades and the reading 

comprehension scores obtained from the group inventory. These 
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data also support the hypothesis. Correlations between the 

individual reading scores and the Math grades, as wellas the 

grade point average were not significant. This lack of 

significance can perhaps be explained by the homogeniety 

of the orphanage group, and therefore, small variance. 

The most overall significant finding in both groups was 

on the relationship between Turkish grades and reading 

comprehension scores. 

When the students were classified into independent, 

instructional and frustration level categories, on the basis 

of their reading scores, the majority fell in the category of 

instructional level readers. This suggests that special 

emphasis be given to reading programs in schools. With a 

remedial approach to reading, the comprehension level of 

students can be improved from instructional to independent 

1 ev e 1. 

The study failed to control 0) the selection of 

participants included in the pilot-study on the validity of 

the inventories, (2) the validity of the formula used in 

determining the readability of texts, (3) the number of 

participants in the Informal Individual Reading Inventory, 

and (4) the testing conditions. 

With these limitations ~n mind, the findings were 

interpreted to indicate that reading comprehension problems 

are relatively widespread among Turkish seventh graders and 

the majority are functioning at the instructional level. 

A significant relationship between academic achievement and 

reading comprehension encouraged the investigator to suggest 

the development of remedial reading programs in schools to 

help increase the level of reading comprehension of students 

from instructional to independent. 
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o Z E T 
YEDINCi SINIF OGRENClLERiNiN OKUL BASARILARI iLE 

OKUDUKLARINI ANLAMALARI ARASINDAKt lLiSKl 

Bu ~all§manln amacl, Bliylik~ekmece Lisesi'ndeki yedinci 

Slnlf ogrnecilerinin okul ba§arllarl ile okuduklarlnl anlama

larl araslndaki ili§kiyi ara§tlrmak idi. Call§maya Bliylik~ek

mece Lisesi'~den 248 yedinci slnlf ogrencisi katlldl. 248 

ogrencinin 20'si Bliylik~ekmece Yeti§tirme Yurdu'nda kalmaktay

dl. 

Ara§tlrmada ogrencilerin okul notlarl ile okuma ol~ek

lerinden aldlklarl puanlar degerlendirme i~in kullanlldl. Og

rencilerin okul ba§arllarlnln ol~limlinde 1982-83 ders Ylll so

nu notlarl ile 1983-84 I. donem sonu genel not ortalamalarl 

ve Tlirk~e ve Matematik not ortalamalarl dikkate allndl. 

ogrencilerin okuduklarl metinleri ne derece anlayabil

dikleri bu ara§tlrma i~in geli§tirilen Serbest Okuma Ol~ek'

leri araclllglyia ol~lildli. Daha once Tlirk~e i~in geli§tiril

mi§ herhangi bir okuma testi olmadlgl i~in bu ol~eklerin ge

li§tirilmesine gerek duyuldu ve bu alandaki ~all§ma ara§tlr

manln ~ok onemli bir bollimlinli olu§turdu. Geli§tirilen ol~ek

lerdeki okuma par~alarlnln ve 0 par~alarla ilgili hazlrlanan 

sorularln ogrenciler i~in zorluk ve ge~erlilik derecelerini 

saptamak i~in bir on ~all§ma yaplldl. Bu on ~all§manln sonu

cunda geli§tirilmi§ olan Grup Serbest Okuma Ol~egi ile Birey

sel Serbest Okuma ol~egi'nin kullanilabilecegine karar veril

die 

ogrencilerin okuduklarlnl anlama dereceleri, 3 degi§ik 

anlama seviyesi goz online allnarak degerlendirildi. Bunlar 

serbest, yonlendirici ve zorlaYlcl okuma seviyeleriydi. Ser

best okumada ogrenci okudugu par~anln ylizde 90'lnl, yonlendi

rlCl okumada ylizde 5l-89'unu, zorlaYlcl okumada ise ylizde 50 
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ve daha a~ag1s1n1 anlad1g1 kabul edilir. 

248 yedinci s1n1f ogrencisine Grup Serbest Okuma Ol~e

gi uyguland10 Bu grubun i~inde olan ve Bliylik~ekmece Yeti~tir

me Yurdu'nda kalan 20 ogrenciye ayr1ca Bireysel Serbest Okuma 

Ol~egi verildi. Bireysel Serbest Okuma Ol~egi'nin uygulanma

s1nda ama~lanan yedinci s1n1f ogrencilerinin Tlirk~e okuma be

ceri ve a11~kan11klar1yla ilgili bilgi toplamakt1. Yeti~tirme 

yurdunda kalan ogrenciler bu ~a11~maya ara~t1rmaC1n1n kendi

leriyle olan yak1n ili~kisi nedeniyle kat11d11ar. Ayr1ca bu 

ogrencilerin okuduklar1n1 anlama seviyelerinin aileleri ile 

birlikte ya~ayan s1n1f arkada~lar1na oranla daha dli~lik olaca

g1 bekleniyordu. Ara~t1rman1n sonu~lar1 da bu beklenti dog

rultusunda oldu. Yeti~tirme yurdunda kalan ogrencilerin hem 

okul ba~ar11ar1, hem okuduklar1n1 anlama seviyeleri S1n1f ar

kada~lar1ndan daha dli~lik bulundu. 

Ara~t1rman1n hipotezini desteklemek i~in toplanan ve

riler korelasyon ve ki-kare kullan11arak degerlendirildi. 248 

yedinci s1n1f ogrencisinin notlar1 ile okuduklar1n1 anlama 

puanlar1 aras1ndaki ili~kiyi saptamakta Pearson Momentler 

Carp1m1 Korelasyon teknigi kullan11d1. Okuma puanlar1 ile ge

nel not ortalamalar1 i~in .48'lik, Tlirk~e i~[n .49'luk, Mate

matik i~in .46'11k korelasyon katsaY11ar1 bulundu. Korelasyon 

katsaY11ar1n1n tlimlinlin .005 seviyesinde anlam11 oldugu sap

tand1. Bu bulgu ogrencilerin okul ba~ar1s1ndaki varyans1n 

ylizde 21-24'linlin, okuma puanlar1 ile a~1klanabilecegini gos

termektedir. Ki-kare analiz sonu~lar1 da bu ili~kiyi destekle

yici niteliktedir. Bu bulgular1n 1~1g1nda, ~a11~man1n hipote

zi olan okul ba~ar1s1 ile okudugunu anlama aras1ndaki ili~ki 

248 yedinci s1n1f ogrencisi i~in dogrulanm1~t1r. 

Ca11~man1n hipotezi yeti~tirme yurdunda kalan 20 og

renci i~in ayr1ca ol~lildli. Bu ol~limde 20 ogrencinin hem Grup, 

hem de Bireysel Serbest Okuma Ol~ek puanlar1 dikkate a11nd1. 

Grup Okuma puanlar1 ile genel not ortalamalar1 ve Tlirk~e or-
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ta1ama1ar~ aras~nda an1am1~ bir ili§ki saptand~. Bireyse1 

Okuma Puanlar~ i1e Matematik not1ar~ ve genel not orta1ama1a

r~ aras~nda ise an1am1~ bir i1i§ki saptanamad~. Bu bu1gu 

yurtta ka1an ogrenci1erin homojen bir grup olma1ar~ ve okuma 

puan1ar~ i1e oku1 not1ar~ varyans1ar~n~n dli§lik1ligli i1e ac~k-

1anabi1ir. 

Her iki grupta da Tlirkce orta1ama1ar i1e okuma puan1a

r~ aras~nda an1am1~ i1i§ki oldugu gozlendi. 

ogrenci1er okuma puan1ar~na gore serbest, yon1endirici 

veya zor1ay~c~ okuma seviye1erinde, oku1 ba§ar~lar~na gore 

ise ba§ar~l~ ve ba§ar~s~z olarak s~n~f1and~r~ld~lar. Okuma 

kriterine gore s~n~f1and~rmada grup ve bireyse1 test puan1ar~, 

oku1 ba§ar~s~na gore s~n~f1and~rmada ise gene1 not orta1ama-

1ar~ i1e Tlirkce ve Matematik ders notu orta1amalar~ dikkate 

a1~nd~. Sonucta hem ba§ar~l~, hem ba§ar~s~z kategorideki og

renci1erin bliylik bir cogun1ugunun yon1endirici okuma seviye

sinde bu1unduk1ar~ gorlildli. 

Bu ara§t~rmada; (1) on ca1~§maya kat~lan ogrenci1erin 

secimi s~ras~nda bir kriter ku1lan~lamam~§, (2) okuma parca

lar~n~n okunabi1irlik1erini hesaplamada kullan~lan formlillin 

gecer1i1igi saptanamam~§, (3) Bireysel Serbest Okuma Olcegi'

ne kat~lan ogrenci say~s~n~n az olmas~ engel1enememi§, ve 

(4) uygulama mekan~ kontrol edi1ememi§tir. 

Ca1~§man~n sonuc1ar~ yukar~da s~ralanan s~n~rlamalar~ 

da goz onlinde tutularak, §u §ekilde deger1endirildi; Yedinci 

s~n~f orgneci1erinin bliylik bir cogun1ugunun okuduk1ar~n~ an

lamada zorluk cektik1eri anla§~ld~. ogrenci1erin onem1i bir 

k~sm~n~n yonlendirici seviyed~ ~kuduk1ar~, oku1 ba§ar~lar~ 

ile okuma puan1ar~ aras~nda ise anlam1~ bir ili§ki oldugu 

saptand~. Bu bulgu1ar ~§~g~nda okullarda okuma becerisini ge-

1i§tirici programlar~n haz1r1anmas1 ongorlilmektedir. Bu prog

ramlar1n hedefi ogrencileri serbest okuma seviyesine ylikselt

mek olma11d1r. 
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I, INTRODUCTION 

School 1S perceived as a place in which students are 

prepared to acquire competencies 1n different areas. Cognitive, 

social and affective development of students include impor

tant competencies expected to be acquired through school life. 

In achieving many of these competencies, reading serves as a 

basic tool. 

Evaluation of competencies and skills 1n school 1S 

generally known as academic achievement which has long 

challanged the educational researchers. Factors contributing 

to academic achievement have been studied, and a multitude of 

variables were identified. For purposes of simplicity, these 

factors are classified into two groups in this study as: (1) 

individual differences among students, and (2) quality of 

instruction. 

Variables under the category of individual differences 

are taken to be personality characteristics (level of intel

ligence, motivation, belief in personal control, and affec

tive entry characteristics of the learner), and skill 

development (prior achievement, cognitive entry behaviors, 

and reading skills) of the students. 

The category of the quality of instruction, as coined 

by Bloom (1976), includes the way of teaching, and the envi

ronment for learning. 
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Among factors related to academic achievement, 

constitutes a major field of research for educators. 

reading 

The 

relationship between reading comprehension and academic 

achievement (Thorndike, 1973; Bloom, 1976) have led many 

researcher to investigate further on the reading process, 

reading problems 9nd reading remediation. Gradually, guide

lines, procedures and techniques for preventing, diagnosing 

and remediating reading problems were developed. 

Educational research 1n Turkey has hardly ever covered 

these 1ssues. Although the importance of developing good 

reading skills in school are given lip service, empirical 

efforts on the subject are no where to be found. This is an 

important gap in the Turkish educational system and can be 

verified in daily observations. Students experiencing academ-

1C failure, for instance, often demonstrate difficulties 1n 

reading. Informal observations of this investigator on the 

failing sixth and seventh grade students, living at an 

Orphanage, showed that a good majority of them were not able 

to read a given text efficiently and correctly. 

These observations motivated the investigator to 

develop an empirical approach to study the relationship be

tween reading skills and academic achievement in secondary 

school students. 

A reV1ew of literature 1n the area revealed two studies 

(Bornova11, 1981; Razon, 1970) on the Turkish Language. Both 

of these studies concentrated on the development of diagnos

tic instruillents in reading Turkish. One of them, the Bornova-

11 study (1981), developed an individual reading inventory 

for primary school students. This approach was adopted also 

for the design of the present study. 
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II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESIS 

In almost any educational system, the term "academic 

achievement" corresponds to evaluation of student's perform

ance in school. No matter which tool or method is used, this 

evaluation basically categorizes the student as achiever or 

non-achiever. Ideally all systems of education aim to decrease 

the number of pupils falling in the category of non-achiever. 

Why does a student fail? Or what makes him a non

achiever in school? 

Research on the topic has helped to identify several 

factors that contribute to academic failure. One of these 

factors is noted to be reading comprehension. A -literature 

survey on the subject revealed significant correlations 

(ranging from about .40 to .70) between reading comprehension 

and academic achievement in various subject areas. Although 

these correlations do not lead to causation, they provide 

important data. These data tell us that as high as 50 per 

cent of variance in academic achievement can be explained by 

reading comprehension (Bloom, 1976; Thorndike, 1973). 

Based on this background and expectations therefrom, 

the present study was conducted. The purpose was to demonstrate 

the existance of a similar relationship between reading com

prehension and academic achievement among Turkish students. 
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To achieve this purpose, an informal reading inventory 

for Turkish language was necessary to be developed, so that 

reading comprehension of seventh grade students could be 

assessed. 

The study hypothesized the existance of a relationship 

between reading comprehension and academic achievement among 

the seventh grade Turkish students. 

It was also hoped that during the course of this 

investigation it would be possible to collect data on specific 

reading habits of Turkish seventh graders. 
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I I I. CONCEPTS I N READ I NG 

In this section varlOUS concepts In reading such as 

comprehension,readability, reading as a visual process, 

reading: difficulties and diagnosis will be presented and 

discussed. A brief overview of conceptual background is hoped 

to facilitate an understanding of the relationship between 

reading comprehension and the complex behavior we refer to as 

academic achievement. 

3.1. Defining Reading 

Reading has been defined In varlOUS ways by people 

with different conceptual backgrounds. Presentation of new 

perspectives have often ended up with new approaches to the 

subject. 

Three different approaches were derived from an 

examination of different reading definitions. The first group 

of definitions focuses on visual aspects, the second group on 

the cognitive aspects, while the third group of definitions 

concentrates on the linguistic aspects of reading. 

The visual approach has been emphasized mostly In 

"phonic-centered" and "word-centered" models. Although both 

of these models define reading basically as identification 

and recognition of graphic symbols (Journal of Educational 
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Reserach, 76, p.26l), they regard comprehension to be quite 

important. 

A different approach, emphasizing cognitive aspect 

of reading, formed the basis for the second group of defini

tions. In this approach, reading is combined with the 

thinking process. Here comprehension is defined to be a cog

nitive process and recognized as an important aspect of 

reading. The readers' prior experiences, and predictions 

based on these experiences serve as guidelines leading to 

meaningful perception of a text being read (Athey, 1983; 

Miller, 1973; Dechant, 1973). 

As linguistics came into the scene, capturing the 

interest of many educators, a new approach was developed 1n 

defining reading in terms of concepts they introduced. This 

approach will be summarized in detail here due to its current 

popularity noted in literature survey on reading. 

The Linguistic Approach In Reading. The linguistic approach 

as represented by Goodman (Gunderson, 1970) and Smith (1971) 

here includes complex conceptualizations and definitions of 

reading. For Goodman, predictions and expectations, and for 

Smith, reducing uncertainty, are essential elements in the 

reading process. 

Goodman defines reading as an interaction between 

thought and language. In his terms, reading is a "psycholin

guistic guessing game" (Gunderson, 1970, p.108). 

Selection of necessary cues and anticipation of those 

which have not been seen are considered crucial in guessing. 

Cues are sources of information that people use while reading. 

There are three types of cues: graphic, syntactic and semantic. 
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Graphic cues are the printed symbols such as letters, 

words and punctuation marks present in a given text. Syntactic 

cues are related to the grammatical aspect of the language 

used. The main point is how much a reader knows about the 

grammatical pattern of the language that he/she reads In. 

Semantic cues, on the other hand, are related to one's know

ledge on the topic he/she is reading. Reading takes place Vla 

the predictions and anticipations formulated on the basis of 

these cues. 

"Miscue" lS another term presented ln this conceptua

lization. Goodman prefers to use "miscue" instead of "error", 

and he rejects the view that every deviation in oral reading 

is to be treated as a "miscue". If the miscue appears to have 

almost no effect on the comprehension of what is read, then 

it is better not to spent effort to correct it. Such correc

tions are believed to force the reader to pay more attention 

to graphic cues, and less to syntactic and semantic ones. 

A skilled reader, lS defined as someone who makes 

accurate guesses during reading rather than one who reads 

precisely. As a person becomes skilled in reading, he/she 

relies more upon semantic cues and less upon graphic cues. 

Smith's conceptualization focuses on the reduction of 

uncertainty in reading. "The reduction of letter, word, or 

meaning uncertainty" are regarded to be three aspects of 

reading. These are independent of each other ln a way that a 

reader may use his/her information to reduce uncertainty in 

anyone af these aspects without having a prior reduction in 

others. 

Four kinds of information are utilized ln reducing 

uncertainty. These are visual, orthographic (spelling), 

syntactic and semantic information. A reader needs these 
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information to identify letters, words and/or meanlng. Infor

mation that facilitates meanlng serves to generate comprehen

Slon. Comprehension, lS considered an essential element in 

reading. In fact, Smith goes so far as to say that in absence 

of comprehension, the process should be termed as "word 

identification" rather than "reading" (Smith, 1971, p.4). 

For Smith a skilled reader lS one who has appropriate 

knowledge of the world, and of the language he/she uses. Such 

a reader utilizes less visual discrimination, since his/her 

prior knowledge reduces the number of alternative possibilities. 

It lS suggested that analysis of meaning, primarily by 

use of semantic information, leads the reader to predict the 

surface visual structure without spending time on it. The 

beginning reader, on the contrary, lS one who extracts 

meanings from the surface visual structures (Smith, 1971, 

p.22I). 

Goodman's and Smith's conceptualizations coincide with 

each other at some points. They both emphasize the importance 

of comprehension as the basic element of reading. Cues and 

information are included in both views, and they are regarded 

to be essential ingrediants in comprehending a given text. 

3.2. Reading Comprehension 

Reading comprehension lS extracting meanlng from the 

printed material. It is a way of associating meaning to a 

printed t~xt. 
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Comprehension can occur at different levels of cognl

tive functioning. Various levels of comprehension have been 

used by different authors. A detailed survey on the topic 

(ErgenG, 1982) revealed that levels suggested by Gary could 

be used as a guide in establishing a diagnostic instrument 

for the reading skills of students. Gary (Robinson, 1966, 

p.23) presents three levels of reading comprehension. These 

are: literal, inferential and evaluative levels. Literal 

comprehension covers inf6rmation given explicitly in a text. 

Inferential comprehension refers to information the author 

tries to give implicitly in a text; and evaluative comprehen

Slon is jUdging and interpreting the author's ideas presented 

In a text. 

3.3. Readability 

Readabilty lS a term commonly used In this area. It lS 

a kind of matching between interests and reading skills of 

readers, and a range of reading materials that differ in 

style, content, and complexity (Gilliland, 1972, p.12). 

The earliest definition of readability was given by 

Lorge (Hunnicutt and Iverson, 1958, p.187). This definition 

states the readability of a particular text as the number of 

people comprehending it. 

In his later studies, Lorge suggested that more objec

tive criteria are needed in determining readability. The 

criteria he formulated include percentage of uncommon words, 

average sentence length, and the number of prepositional 

phrases used in a given text. 

Lorge believes that a formula based on these criteria 

may not always give precise or valid information on readabil

ity. Therefore, he suggested the readability index to be 

taken as an estimate, rather than a vigorous determination, 
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of the difficulty level of a g~ven text (Hunnicutt and 

Iverson, 1958, p.187). 

The readability formula developed by Lorge was the 

first one used in practical applications (Hunnicutt and 

Iverson, 1958, p.193). Later, other researchers have worked 

on the topic and came up with more efficient and applicable 

formulae. These different formulae are presented ~n the 

Bornoval~ study (1981) where she grouped them under four 

categories on the basis of variables used as criteria in each 

formula. 

One of these formulae, as presented ~n the Bornoval~ 

study (1981) and claimed to be concise and efficient, has been 

suggested by Dale and Chall. In developing this technique, 

the authors tested the effectiveness of different variables 

and their combinations included in various readability for

mulae. 

Two criteria were identified as being most effective 

in determining the readability of a text. They were: the 

percentage of uncommon words and the average sentence length. 

The new formula developed by Dale and Chall was then 

used in determining the "estimated grade levels". This infor

mation indicates the levels at which a reading material can 

be comprehended (Hunnicutt and Iverson, 1958, p.196). 

The Dale and Chall formula ~s as follows; 

x =(.1579)x
l 

+ (.0496)x 2 + 3.6365 
c 50 

Here, xC50 represents the reading grade score, xl rep

resents the percentage of uncommon words, and x
2 

represents the 
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average sentence length (Hunnicutt and Iverson, 1958, p.198). 

According to this formula, as the number of uncommon words 

and the average sentence length of a given text increase, the 

text becomes harder to read, and the readability decreases. 

It can be noted that the availability of a common word 

list is essential in the use of this formula. Dale cand Chall 

developed such a common word list in English*. In general, 

this list is taken as "a measure of familiarity in reading" 

(Hunnicutt and Iverson, 1958, p.197). 

The Dale and Chall readability formula was also 

applied by Bornova11 (1981) in research with Turkish children 

on reading skills and by the present investigator. The 

readabilty level of printed texts were calculated with the 

help of this formula. 

3.4. Reading as a Visual Process 

The significance of visual process can not be over

looked in reading. Although visual aspects will not be 

considered in testing the hypothesis of this study, the 

investigator finds it important and will therefore briefly 

explain the relationship beiween the visual aspect of reading 

and comprehension. 

Miller (1973) reviewed van.ous studies conducted to explore 

the visual pathway of eyes. during the act of reading. He 

recapitulated that eyes do not make continuous but rather 

"saccadic" movements across the page. Saccadic movements are 

*This list was developed from the words used in Dale's, 
Thorndike's, and Buckingham and Dolch's lists (Bornova11, 
1981, p.29; Hunnicutt, 1958, p.197). Dale and Chall gave this 
combined list to fourth graders; and if the word was checked 
as known by more than 0 per cent of the fourth graders, it 
was considered to be a common word. 
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defined as quick and short movements of the eye during which 

a person does not understand what he/she is reading. It can 

be considered a process of storing information, coded in 

graphic symbols for future decoding. Comprehension, which ~s 

really decoding symbols, takes place during "fixations", 

defined as the movements when the eyes come to rest. This ~s 

the time when the act of reading takes place. 

Smith argues that there ~s not much difference between 

the skilled and the unskilled reader in the number of fixa

tions used. The difference is in the amount of information 

received during a single fixation. A skilled reader picks up 

more information per fixation as compared to a less skilled 

reader (Smith, 1971, p.lOl). 

3.5. Reading Difficulty and Its Assessment 

A reader is defined to have reading difficulty if he/ 

she can not comprehend a given text at his/her grade level. 

Wrong instruction, poor teaching, ineffective learning due to 

"emotional interference", lack of attention, and "neurological 

dysfunctioning" have been identified as some of the possible 

causes of reading difficulty (Byrant ~n Dechant, 1971, p.196). 

All reading specialists agree that ~n order to develop 

techniques to cope with reading difficulty, it has to be 

properly diagnosed first. Diagnosis is the identification of 

weaknesses and strengths of a reader. As a continuous 

process, it includes both prevention and remediation. 

Several techniques have been established for diagnosing 

reading difficulty. Miller (1973) has suggested a number of 

standardized survey,. diagnostic and oral tests, projective 

techniques and informal inventories for this purpose. 
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Standardized survey reading tests are applicable to a 

group of people, and are helpful in screening and evaluating 

reading performance in general. Skills in "word meaning, 

sentence comprehension, paragraph comprehension, rate of 

reading and comprehension in content areas" are assessed by 

group reading tests. Research findings show,however, that 

these group tests usually overestimate the individuals' actual 

reading levels by one or two grades (Miller, 1973, p.S3). 

Standardized diagnostic reading tests are widely used 

1n American schools. They can be administered individually or 

1n a group. Educators prefer to give them to students who 

fail in standardized survey reading tests. They don't provide 

specific information on reading difficulties, however. 

Oral reading tests are used not only to assess oral 

reading performance and comprehension but also as supplemen

tary device for diagnosing specific reading problems. Miller 

advises the use of these tests, following standardized 

diagnostic group reading instruments. 

In the administration of an oral reading test, a 

paragraph 1S read aloud by the student, and errors are marked 

by the teacher. Following oral reading, the teacher asks 

comprehension questions and records the studends' answers. 

Projective techniques help to evaluate the student's 

attitude toward himself/herself, and toward the reading prob

lem. This is interpreted, by Miller, as a realistic view 

which is useful with moderately and severly disabled readers 

(Miller, 1973, p.62). 

Structured or open-ended reading autobiography, can 

also be used. Through an open-ended autobiography, a creative 

story, or a drawing one can find something more about a student 

and his/her reading performance. 
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Informal reading inventory 1S presented as the most 

useful diagnostic technique by many specialists. It is help

ful in evaluating a student's reading performance with re

spect to texts varying in difficulty. It is called "informal", 

since there 1S no one specific method, and none of the 

methods are standardized. 

Due to its significance for this study, detailed 

information on this subject is presented in the following 

section. 

3.6. Informal Reading Inventories 

Ruth Strang (1964, p.19l) suggests informal reading 

inventories as the best and the quickest way to assess students' 

comprehension levels. 

In this technique, no established norms exist to 

compare the performance of one student to that of another. 

Instead, performance is evaluated in terms of absolute stand

ards like independent, instructional and frustation levels 

in reading. The standards are suggested by Mc Cracken 

(Dechant, 1971, p.95) as follows; 

At independent level a student can function on his/her 

own. Symptoms like finger pointing, lip movement and vocaliza"'

tion are not observable during reading. The word recognition 

accuracy within a context LS 99 per cent, and the comprehen

sion score is 90 per cent or more. If the student is reading 

orally, the text should sound rythmical. This level 1S 

regarded as a key criterion in reading. Ide~lly all reading 

materials presented to a student must be at his/her indepen

dent level so that he/she can comprehend without much diffi

culty (Dechant, 1971 J p.95). 
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Instructional level of reading lS defined as the state 

at which there is at least 95 per cent of word recognition 

accuracy within a context, and 51 per cent comprehension 

accuracy. At this level, a student can read rythmica11y or 

with a certain difficulty. 

Frustration level In reading indicates that a child lS 

unable to manage reading a given text. The criteria are 94 

per cent or less accuracy in word recognition within a context, 

and 50 per cent or less accuracy in comprehension. 

Informal reading inventories can be administered In a 

group situation, called Group Reading Inventory, or individual

ly, called Individual Reading Inventory. 

Group Reading Inventory lS used to get an idea about 

the reading proficiency of students In a class situation. 

Individual Reading Inventory, however, is suggested as a 

bridge between group tests and the more advanced standardized 

individual tests (Strang, 1964, p.191). 

In a Group Reading Inventory, students are asked to 

read a selection silently. After they are finished with read

lng, comprehension questions are given in printed forms and 

the students are asked to answer on their own. Comprehension 

questions include both open-ended and mUltiple choice items. 

When students finish answering, they check their own responses. 

Afterwards, a class-discussion is held. The students whose 

scores are below 50 per cent on this group test are recommend

ed to be administered Individual Reading Inventory (Strang, 

1964, p.130). in six steps (Miller, 1973, p.67). They are: 

a) Establishing a good rapport with the student. 

b) Dictating and reading a language-experience story. 

The reader is asked to write a story which is based on his/ 
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her own experiences. Then he/she ~s asked to read it out 

loud. The reason for this is to understand how well the 

student can read the material which is obviously familiar to 

him/her. 

c) Giving a word recognition test. This ~s to measure 

the reader's immediate recognition of a given word in 

isolation. 

d) Giving graded reading paragraphs. Here, the reader 

~s asked to read graded paragraphs orally and/or silently. 

Then comprehension questions are asked. 

e) Giving inventories on phonetic analysis, structural 

analysis and context clue usage. 
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IV. SURVEY OF LITERATURE 

In this literature survey, the influential factors 

related to school achievement will be considered under two 

categories; (a) the quality of instruction, and (b) the 

individual differences among students. Variables under the 

category of individual differences are further grouped into 

personality characteristics and skill development areas. 

Bloom (1976, p.118) stated that what really contributes 

to learning is the quality of instruction (the way of teach

ing, and the "environment for learning") rather than teacher 

characteristics and physical attributes of the classroom. 

Directions or "cues" for the learners, p-articipation 

of the learner, reinforcement, and feedback are proposed as 

important aspects of the quality of instruction. It is argued 

that directions or cues account for 14 per cent, participation 

and reinforcement 6 per cent each, and feedback accounts for 

22 per cent of the variance in students' academic achievement. 

The second group of factors closely related to 

achievement is individual differences. Belief in personal 

control, affective entry characteristics, level of intelli

gence and motivation are categorized under this group. Skill 

development includes prior achievement, cognitive entry 

behaviors, and reading comprehension. 
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Belief In one's responsibility over his/her school 

success/failure can act as a predictor of academic achievement. 

Walden and Ramey (1983) found a strong relationship between 

belief in personal control and school achievement. 

Affective entry characteristics as presented by Bloom 

(1976) include subject-related affect, school-related affect 

and academic self-concept. The combined effect of these three 

variables on school achievement is presented by a regresslon 

coefficient of .50, meaning that these variables account for 

25 per cent of the student variance in achievement (Bloom, 

1976, p.97). 

Recent studies investigating the effect of intelligence 

versus the effect of motivation on achievement, and interven

tion programs developed in this context have revealed that 

motivation for achievement is a more potent factor than the 

level of intelligence (Walden and Ramey, 1983). This is 

similar to what Bloom has suggested as intelligence account

ing for less than 10 per cent of variance in school learning, 

when the effect of prior achievement is held constant. Bloom 

(1976, p.39) also found high correlation (r=.90) between 

achievement measures at adjacent years. 

What Bloom calls cognitive entry behaviors (necessary 

prerequisites for a given task) include previous learning and 

skill development. Empirical studies demonstrated that these 

account for a considerable (r=.50) percentage of variance In 

the later achievement of students (Bloom, 1976, p.47). 

The one very important educational skill In achievement 

has been found to be reading comprehension (Flanagan, 1964; 

Thorndike, 1973; Kraus, 1973; Bloom, 1976). 

According to Thorndike (1973, p.168), achievement In a 
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content area is clearly related to achievement ~n reading 

comprehension at elementary and early secondary school levels. 

Research showed that correlations between achievement in 

reading comprehension and achievement in literature are around 

.70 (Flanagan, 1964; Thorndike, 1973; Bloom, 1976). In the 

Iowa Test of Basic skill Technical Manual, the relationship 

between achievement and reading is given as .74 at Grade 7 

(Bloom, 1976, p.237). 

Correlation between achievement ~n sc~ence and reading 

comprehension center around .60 (Thorndike, 1973, p.168). 

Bloom (1976, p.49) presents a correlation between reading 

comprehension and achievement in mathematics of .72. Kraus 

(Bloom, 1976, p.239) came up with higher correlations between 

reading and achievement in mathematics, i.e. r=.77, at Grade 

6 . 

In one of his studies, Bloom (1976, p.42) determined 

that 64 per cent of var~ance in students' reading comprehension 

scores ~n one grade could be explained by their reading 

comprehension level 
. . 
Ln prev~ous years. 

Feschbach, Adelman and Fuller (1977) &ound that 

children who show deficit in reading comprehension in any 

year, will have a significant deficit in the following year 

with 50 per cent probability. 

Reading comprehension inherits several factors among 

which environmental variables such as home and community play 

a relatively important part. Kelleghan (1977), for example, 

concluded that environmental factors are closely related to 

achievement in reading as well as in arithmetic. 

Dave (presented ~n Kelleghan, 1977) showed the ~mpor

tance of home variables in reading achievement. His findings 
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indicated that 62 per cent of variation ~n word knowledge, and 

53 per cent of variation in reading scores could be explained 

by home variables. 

Similar outcomes are presented by Thorndike (1973). 

The characteristics of home and community in which a student 

has grown-up eventually influence their reading achievement 

at ages 10 and 14. In his study, Thorndike (1973, p.148) 

covered 15 countries. He found reading comprehension differ

ences between the developed and the underdeveloped countries, 

the latter falling far behind in reading comprehension. 
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V, METHOD 

This study attempts to demonstrate the degree~6f 

relationship between academic performance and reading com

prehension of Turkish students at early secondary school years. 

The relationship is tested by using students' grades from the 

academic year of 1982-83 and the first semester of 1983-84, 

and reading comprehension scores obtained through techniques 

developed by this investigator. 

The assumptions underlying the study were that, 

a) Unless a student was enrolled ln a remedial reading 

program, no significant changes occured ln his/her reading 

skills between the two academic years, 1.e. 1982-83 and 1983-

84. 

b) The 10 point grading system used in the Turkish 

education in evaluating the academic performance of students; 

is valid. Hence, deficiencies and difficulties of the grading 

system, and the criteria used in this evaluation are not 

considered. 

c) Participants had no physical deficiencies like 

visual, auditory, speech, brain dysfunction or others. 
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5.1. Sample 

The sample of this study was drawn from the Bliylik~ek

mece Lisesi and Bliylik~ekmece Orphanage. The reason for includ

ing the Bliylik~ekmece Orphanage students was mainly because the 

investigator had worked with, and therefore knew the students 

living there. Rapport which is the first step in administer

ing the Informal Individual Reading Inventory, had already 

been established between the investigator and these students. 

It was assumed that the boys in the orphanage were more likely 

to experience reading difficulties because of deprived expe

riential background (perceptually, cognitively, logically 

and socially) than those living with their parents. The Bli

ylik~ekmece Lisesi was chosen as the sample at large, because 

students in the orphanage were also attending that school. 

Two groups of participants formed the sample. 1) The 

first group consisted of the seventh grade students at the 

Bliylikcekmece Lisesi (N=248); 2) The second group of students 

(N=20) were drawn from the Bliylikcekmece Orphanage. Since the 

orphanage is composed of male students only, the second group 

was all boys. Of the 21 orphanage students attending the 

seventh grade, one refused to be tested individ~ally and 

was not included in this group, 

No systematic sampling was used ln the selection. All 

available participants, in both groups, were included in this 

study. 

5.2. Variables 

The variables taken into account were (1) reading 

performance, as the predictor variable, (2) academic achieve

ment as the criterion variable, and (3) setting in which test

ing took place, as the extraneous uncontrolled variable. 
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Reading Performance. The main criterion for reading 

performance was comprehension. The percentage of correct 

responses to comprehension questions 

in determining the level of reading. 

in a given text was used 

Ninenty per cent of 

success classified the students as good readers. 

Although, ln the evaluation of reading performance, 

Mc Cracken recommended also the use of word recognition with

ln a context, the latest views claimed comprehension to be 

a more important aspect of reading. Therefore, in determining 

reading performance only comprehension was used in this study. 

The standards for comprehension suggested by Mc Cracken 

(Dechant, 1971, p.95) for American students, were utilized 

here also. Accordingly 90 per cent comprehension of the 

material read corresponded to independent level, 51-89 per 

cent comprehension corresponded to instructional level, and 

50 per cent and below corresponded to frustration level ln 

reading. 

A participant was classified as a good reader, if he/ 

she read the seventh grade text at the independent level. A 

relatively poor reader was one who read the same text at the 

instructional level. Reading at the frustration, level indi

cated the student to be a poor reader. 

Academic achievement. The academic achievement of the 

students was determined on the basis of grades obtained 

during the 1982-83 academic year, and the first semester of 

1983-84. The cumulative grade point average, and averages in 

Turkish and Math courses were considered for this evaluation. 

A student with a grade point average of 4.5 and above; and a 

course average of at least 4.5 and above was defined as 

achievers. 

The setting. The setting ln which individual testing 
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took place was the extraneous uncontrolled variable. While 

administering the Informal Individual Reading Inventory, the 

main problem was finding room to work in at the orphanage. 

Since no specific room was alloted for this purpose, diffe

rent rooms (study rooms, the library or the administrator's 

office in the orphanage) were used for testing. Administration 

office was not a place the participants were used to going 

1n. Therefore, it was felt that the students who were 

administered the test in this office did not feel comfortable 

as in the other rooms, which they were familiar with. 

In the orphanage building the nOLse created by other 

students, outside the testing room, seemed to interfere with 

the concentration of the participants while being tested. 

5.3. Instruments 

For reading assessment, it was necessary to develop 

informal group and individual reading inventories. One story 

corresponding to seventh grade, for the Informal Group Reading 

Inventory; and two different stories corresponding to each of 

the third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh grades, for the 

Informal Individual Reading Inventory, were sel~cted. Then 

the readability of each selection was determined. 

In calculating the readability scores of different 

grade levels, a word frequency list, developed by Sahin (1981) 

was utilized. A detailed information for the development of 

informal reading inventories and calculation of the readabil-

ity scores are given in the procedure section of this paper. 

In addition, a tape-recorder was used for oral reading, 

an important part of the Informal Individual Reading Inven

tory. 
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5.4. Procedure 

The lack of a proper assessment. device 1.n diagnosing 

reading problems in Turkish, necessitated this study to 

concentrate on the development of a dia 6 nostic tool. Hence, 

the preparation of appropriate reading inventories constituted 

an important part of the study. 

The discussions presented by Bornoval1. (1981) were 

taken as a starting point and reference guide. A technique 

was developed similar to the informal reading inventories 

suggested there in. 

The study was carried out 1.n five stages: (1) the 

calculation of readability ranges for Grades 3-7, (2) the 

development of informal reading inventories, (3) a pilot study 

to measure the validity of these inventories, (4) test 

administration, and (5) the data analysis. 

5.4.1. The Calculation of Readability Ranges for Grades 3-7 

Development of an individual reading inventory required 

the utilization of a number of texts with increasing diffi

culty in reading. It was, hence, necessary first to calculate 

for different levels (Grades 3-7), the range of readability 

scores which would be quantitative measures of how difficult 

a text was to read. Grade 3 was taken as the lowest level, 

since it was not normally expected that the readability skill 

of a student at seventh grade could be lower than that of a 

third grade student. 

The readability formula developed by Dale and Chall 

(Hunnicutt and Iverson, 1958, p.198) was used in calculating 

the difficulty index of g1.ven texts. The formula 1.S: 
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This formula includes two variables: (1) percentage 

of uncommon words as represented by xl' and (2) average 

sentence length as represented by x
2

. 

To determine the number of uncommon words ~n a given 

text, a Turkish common word list was required. Such a list 

was derived from the word frequency list developed by Sahin 

in 1981. 

In developing this list, Sahin went through all the 

primary school books, some supplementary materials, and the 

children's books which were available at the Ankara Sami Dlus 

Children's Hospital (Bornoval~, 1981, p.38). The result was a 

frequency list of 5040 different words. In this list, words 

were grouped as nouns, adjectives and verbs. Then the frequency 

for each and every word was determined. 

In compiling her own common words by using the Sahin 

frequency list, Bornoval~ (1981) included the words with 

frequencies of 25 and above. The result was a 561 word list. 

An interview with Bornoval~ revealed that her 561 word 

list was not obtained from the final form of the Sahin's list, 

as the latter had not been completed then. Therefore, this 

investigator worked on a new vers~on of the final form of 

Sahin's word list. The result was a 665 words with frequencie 

of 25 and above. This new list (Appendix A) was used in the 

calculation of readability scores in the present study. 

A work-sheet which included all the steps to be carried 

out for the application of the formula (Appendix B), and the 

directions for filling it out (Appendix C) were developed by 

Dale and Chall. These, together with modifications done by 
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BornovalL (see Appendix D), formed the basis of our calcula

tions of readability ranges for different levels. 

The following procedure was adopted from BornovalL 

(1981) and it was carried out as indicated below: 

a) Approximately 100 word-long selections were chosen 

as samples from every tenth page of each Turkish book. For 

elementary levels Tlirk~e 3, Tlirk~e 4 and Tlirk~e 5 were used. 

For secondary school levels Tlirk~e 1, Tlirk~e 2 and Tlirk~e 3 

were used. If the selected sample page happened to be a 

poem or a part containing comprehension questions, which 

usually followed a reading text, the next text was taken as 

the sample. A sample never started or ended in the middle of 

a sentence. 

b) The average length of sentences and percentage of 

uncommon words were figured out for each selected text. Using 

Dale and ChallIs readability formula, readability scores were 

obtained for each sample reading selection. 

c) The average of the readability scores, derived from 

the samples, was calculated separately for each Turkish text 

book~ 

d) The average score for each book was taken as the 

lower limit of the readability range corresponding to that 

particular grade level. At the same time this score was taken 

as the upper limit of the previous grade level. This method 

LS used by BornovalL (1981) Ln determining the readability 

ranges for each grade level. 

The results obtained by use of this procedure are 

briefly presented in the following tables. A detailed de

scription for obtaining average readability scores are given 

in Appendix G. 
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Table 1 shows the average sentence length, the per

centage of uncommon words and the average readability scores 

obtained for books used in grades, three through eight. 

TABLE 1- The Average Sentence Length, The Percentage of Un
common Words, and the Average Readability Scores for 
Grade Levels Three Through Eight 

Average Sentence Percentage of 
Average 

Grades Readability 
Length Uncommon Words Scores 

3 6.00 26 8.0700 

4 7.32 29 8.6310 

5 7.39 31 8.8322 

6 7.73 33 9.2138 

7 9.70 36 9.8270 

8 10.57 36 9.8639 

As this table suggests, average sentence length, per

centage of uncommon words, and average readability scores 

increase consistently from one year to the next, except in 

the percentage of uncommon words at the eighth grade level. 

The readability ranges associated with each grade level 

are summarized in Table 2. The readabilty range for grade 

eight is not given in this table because of the unavailabi

lity of the upper limit for that grade. The latter was not 

deemed necessary, because what was important for this study 

was to classify as good readers for text corresponding to the 

readability range of Grade 7. Therefore, the performance of 

the seventh graders in reading text from higher readability 

ranges, i.e. eighth grade or above, were out of the scope 

of this study. 
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TABLE 2- Range of Readability Scores Obtained for Grades 
Three Through Seven 

Grades Readability Ranges Differences 

3 8.0700 - 8.6309 .5609 

4 8.6310 - 8.8321 .2011 

5 8.8322 - 9.2137 .3815 

6 9.2138 - 9.8269 .6131 

7 9.8270 - 9.8638 .0368 

Turkish text books used 1n determining readability 

scores and ranges at different grades, presented in Table 1 and 

Table 2, do not reflect any norms for those specific grade 

levels. There are practically no known standardized norms 

established for use in selecting texts for a particular grade 

level. Therefore, the obtained figures shown in these tables 

probably random approximations of grades for which the Turkish 

books were prepared. 

Table 2 shows that the widest readability ranges were 

obtained for third and sixth grades, and the smallest range 

was in the seventh grade. It seemed difficult to find texts 

with readability scores falling within such a small range. 

therefore to overcome this difficulty, three more selections 

were chosen from every thirtieth page of the eighth grade 

Turkish text book. The results obtained from these selections 

are shown in Table 3. 

It can be seen from this table that along with an 

increase in the average length of sentence, the upper limit of 

readability score for Grade 7 went from 9.J638 to 9.8811. 

This increased the range with a difference score of .0172. 

The percentage of uncommon words remained the same. The 

readability range of grade levels, including the new range 

obtained for seventh grade, are presented in Table 4. 
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TABLE 3- Average Sentence Length, Percentage of Uncommon Words 
and Average Readability Scores Obtained from the 
Three Eighth Grade Selections 

Average Sentence Length 

Percentage of Uncommon 
Words 

Scores Obtained 
From Previous 

Work 

10.57 

Average Readability Scores 

36 

9.8369 

Scores ebtained ~rom 
The New Eighth Grade 

Selections 

11. 23 

36 

9.8811 

TABLE 4- Range of Readability Scores for Grades 3-7, Including 
the Revised Range and the Difference Score for the 
Seventh Grade 

Grades 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Readability Ranges 

8.0700 - 8.6309 

8.6310 - 8.8321 

8.8322 - 9.2137 

9.2138 - 9.8269 

9.8270- 9.8810* 

* The revised scores 

Differences 

.5609 

.2011 

.3815 

.6131 

.0540* 

Wide differences observed in readability ranges can be 

attributed to the absence of norms in Turkish text books used 

in the calculation of readability ranges. 

In comparlng the average readability scores obtained 

for grades three through five in the Bornovall study (1981) 

with those of the present study (see Table 5)~ it was found 

that the reading materials used by Bornovall had higher 

readability scores, therefore more difficult, than those used 

here. 
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TABLE 5- A Comparison of Average Readability Scores Obtained 
in Two Different Studies (Grades 3-5) 

Average Readability Average Readability 
Grades Scores of the Scores of the Difference 

BornovalL Study Present Study 

3 9.0284 8.0700 .9584 

4 9.5566 8.6310 .9256 

5 10.4885 8.8322 1.6563 

It can perhaps be argued that the differences present

ed Ln Table 5 are a function of the differences in the common 

word lists and the books utilized in the two studies. The 

modification of the common word lists has already been dis

cussed on page 26 6 The Turkish books used in obtaining the 

readability ranges in the Bornova11 study (1981) were Tlirkce

m1Z and Glizel Tlirkce. She took the average of these two books 

for grade levels three through five. In the present study, 

however, one book for each grade was preferred, since only 

one Turkish text is recommended in the secondary school 

curriculum. To be consistent with higher grade levels, it was 

decided to utilize one text, namely Tlirkce, in the elementary 

levels as well. 

The compar1son of the readability scores of the Borno

va11 and the present study was based on those derived from 

one book 1n each study. The texts used in obtaining the 

readability scores were Tlirkcemiz in the Bornova11 study, and 

Tlirkc e 1n the present one. The limitation set by the different 

number of books utilized in calculations was hoped to be 

remedied this way. The results, however, rev~aled that the 

readability scores obtained for elementary levels, three 

through five, in the present study were still lower than 

those obtained by Bornova11. 
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The results were also compared on the basis of average 

sentence length and the percentage of uncommon words obtained 

for each Turkish text (see Table 6). 

TABLE 6- A Comparison of Average Length of Sentence and Per
centage of Uncommon Words for Grades Three Through 
Five 

Average Length of Sentences Percentage of Uncommon Words 

Grades Bornovall. The 
Bornovah. 

The 

Study Present Differences 
Study 

Present Differences 
Study Study 

3 5.67 6.0 -.33 29.5 26.0 3.50 

4 8.67 7.32 1.35 31.0 29.0 2.00 

5 7.54 7.39 , .15 37.0 31.0 6.00 

Table 6 shows that In these two studies the differences 

between the average scores for sentence length were smaller 

than the differences between the percentage of uncommon words. 

An interpretation of these findings was that the differences 

observed in the readability scores (shown In Table 5) were 

probably a function of differences in the frequency lists used 

in the two studies. 

5.4.2. The Development of Informal Reading Inventory 

Once the readability range for different grade levels 

were determined, informal reading inventories were prepared. 

These informal inventories were developed both on group and 

individual basis. 

For the Informal Group Reading Inventory, a reading 

sample text, with a readability score close to the readability 

range of seventh grade*, was selected. A total of 20 questions) 

*Since the calculated range for seventh grade is very narrow, 
it seemed hard to find a selection falling within such a small 
range. It was decided to select a text with a score close to 
the range. The text, chosen for this purpose, had a readability 
score of 9.8927. 
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10 multiple-choice and 10 short-essay, were prepared for that 

particular selection. All questions were equally weighted, 

each with one point, and totaling to 20 points for the inven

tory. The evaluation scores ranged between zero and 20. 

In preparing the mUltiple-choice questions, a group 

reading inventory developed by Shephard (Strang, 1964, p.127) 

was used as a guide. Vocabulary as well as word analysis 

questions were included in this section. 

The short-essay questions were prepared to determine 

the level of comprehension of the text. The argument present

ed by Gary (Robinson, 1966, p.23) were taken into account in 

this preparation, so that four of the assay questions were 

literal comprehension, the other four were inferential com

prehension, and the remaining two were evaluative comprehen

sion items. 

Strang advises to ask students, before administering 

the group inventory, to state their aim in reading (Strang, 

1964, p.126). Since it would be impossible to have such a 

discussion with the students, a statement, briefly summarlzlng 

the content of the text, was prepared and given to the parti

cipants before they started reading. A full copy of this 

Informal Group Reading Inventory is presented in Appendex F. 

For the Informal Individual Reading Inventory, two 

reading sample texts, falling within the readability range of 

each grade level (Grade 3-7) were selected*. Ten short-essay 

*In the selection of texts, for the individual inventory, a 
problem of finding an appropriate sample for seventh grade 
came up as in the case in the Informal Group Reading Inven
tory. The calculated range for seventh grade is very narrow. 
Therefore, selection that has the readability score of 9.8930 
which is above the upper limit of the calculated range was 
used. The second selection has the readability score, 9.8790; 
and it falls within the limits of this range. 
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comprehension questions, to test the literal, inferential and 

evaluative levels, and a brief explanation about the content 

(Bornovall, 1981, p.54) were prepared for each section. In 

contrast to the Informal Group Reading Inventory, the number 

of questions corresponding to anyone comprehension level was 

different for each selection. All questions were equally 

weighted, i.e. one point each, making up 100 points for the 

entire individual inventory scores. 

Only two selections from sixth grade and one selection 

from seventh grade texts were taken from the Bornovall study 

(1981). Those selections were actually recommended for lower 

levels*. All other selections were chosen from different 

books or magazines. 

Two separate forms of the reading material were prepar

ed for each grade level. The student form included only the 

reading text, in printed form. This was to be distributed to 

participants. The other form constituted the examiner's copy, 

and had the explanatory statement and questions on it. A full 

copy of_ the two forms of the Informal Individual Reading 

Inventory is found in Appendix G. 

A major difficulty, encountered ln the preparation of 

the inventories, was the issue of validity: The validity of 

selected texts, and the validity of comprehension questions 

prepared for these texts. Although the selection of a reading 

piece for a particular grade level was based on the readabil

ity score calculated for that text, was it really valid for 

the students at that grade? Comprehension questions of the 

selections were formulated intuitively by the investigator. 

Were these questions prepared for testing the comprehension 

of the participant appropriate? To answer these questions, a 

* Utilization of different common word lists in the two studies 
resulted in inconsistencies between the readability scores 
of particular selections, and their corresponding grade level 
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pilot study was conducted. 

5.4.3. A Pilot Study on the Validation of the Informal Group 

and Individual Reading Inventories 

This pilot study was carried out both at the elemen

tary and the secondary school levels. 

For the elementary level, students were selected from 

Si~li Terakki ilkokulu and Ttirkan Soray ilkokulu. For the 

secondary school level, students were selected from Si~li Te

rakki Lisesi and Davutpa~a Lisesi. These schools were prefer

red, because the former represented high-middle, and the 

latter represented lower socio-economic status (S.E.S.). If 

In fact the reading comprehension skill development is relat

ed to environmental factors and S.E.S. it would then be 

possible to find relatively more good readers in Si~li Terakki 

schools, than in Ttirkan Soray ilkokulu and Davutpa~a Lisesi. 

The piloting was carried out In two steps. First, each 

text, together with questions, was given to the class teachers 

at the elementary schools, and the Turkish teachers at the 

secondary schools. The teachers were assumed to have adequate 

experience and wisdom in selecting text and in preparing 

questions appropriate for students at particular grade levels. 

These teachers were asked to evaluate each glven text, and 

the questions prepared on each text by the investigator. 

In the fee db a c k, s eve r a I mod i f i cat ion s reI ate d t 0 

questions were suggested by the teachers. Some questions were 

evaluated as either too easy for that grade level, or they 

were not formulated well. The texts, however, were all 

accepted as appropriate for their corresponding. levels, except 

those for fourth grade level. For this grade one text and its 

que st ions were found t 00 eSa~y. A new t ex t was then, cho s en 
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and questions were prepared on it. The modified version of 

the two inventories were later shown to teachers to asses 

their appropriateness. 

Af ter mak ing the nece s s ary modifications and adjustments 

based on the suggestions and criticisms put forward by teachers, the 

second stage of the pilot study was realized. At this stage, the invento

ries were administered to students attending the four schools mentioned 

earlier. The purpose of this administration was to test the validiy of 

the comprehension questions for their corresponding grade levels, three 

through seven. 

An idea about the reading profeciency of students 1n a 

class situation would be obtained from the Informal Group 

Reading Inventory. Therefore, seventh grade students were ask

ed to participate in this section. TvlO classes, chosen, by the 

schoolS: counselors of Si§li Terakki and Davutpa§a Lisesi, were administer

ed the group inventory during a regular class period, by the school 

counselors. Altogether 137 students, 58 from 7-B and 7-D 

sections 1n Si§li Terakki Lisesi, and 79 from 7-A and 7-F 

sections 1n Davutpa§a Lisesi, participated 1n the group testing. 

During the administra.tion, a brief summary of the 

content of the text was given to the students first. They were, 

then, asked to read the text on their own. When everybody 

finished reading, comprehension questions were given to the 

students, and they were asked to answer them in written form. 

These answers were scored afterwords by the investigator. The 

obtained results are presented in Table 7 in the form of 

average scores for different groups and schools separately. 

TABLE 7- Reading Scores on the Informal Group Reading Inven
tory of Seventh Grade Students from Two Schools 

Classes 

Number of Students 

Class Average of the 
Informal Group Read
ing I nven tory 

School Average 

*p=<.005 

Si§li Terakki Lisesi 

7D 

10 

17 .55 

17.19 

7B 

28 

16.82 

Davutpa§a Lisesi 

7F 

36 

15.24 

15.82 

7A 

43 

16.40 

t=3.75: 
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This table indicates that the average score received 

by Sisli Terakki Lisesi (17.19) was significantly higher 

(p<.005) than the average score of the Davutpasa Lisesi 

(15.82), with a t value of 3.75 and 135 degrees of freedom. 

The overall average reading score obtained from four 

groups was 16.50. Thirty-three per cent of SiSli Terakki Li

seSl and 53 per cent of Davutpasa Lisesi students fell below 

this average score. 

The results were also scrutinized ln terms of incorrect 

responses. The percentage of students who could not respond 

correctly to a particular question was calculated. A question 

was qualified as invalid if 20 per cent or more of the 

participants from both schools responded incorrectly to that 

specific question. This criterion is set by the investigator, 

based on the percentage used by Dale and Chall in determining 

their own common word list. The difficulty level of each 

question was not taken into account in this evaluation. The 

obtained results are presented in Table 8. 

From Table 8, it appears that while five questions, 

1.e. 1, 7, 13, 16 and 20, were responded incorrectly by more 

than 20 per cent of the first group, nine questions, 1.e. 1, 

2, 3, 7, 9, 13, 16, 19 and 20, were responded so by the 

second group. When the two groups were combined and averaged, 

six questions (1, 3, 7, 13, 16 and 20) were qualified as 

invalid. 

An analysis was carried out on these SlX items with 

group of 48 students whose performance placed them within the 

category of independent reading leve1* (see Table 9). This 

was taken as a criterion group on which to check the invalid 

*Scores between 18-20 corresponded to the independent level 
of reading. 
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TABLE 8- Percentage of Incorrect Responses for Items of The 
Informal Group Reading Inventory 

Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
students wi th students with incorrect 

incorrect incorrect responses 
Questions responses responses obtained from 

obtained from obtained from two groups 
Si~li Terakki Davutpa~a combined 

Lisesi Lisesi 

1 33 34 34* 

2 5 24 16 

3 7 29 20* 

4 3 4 4 

5 9 9 9 

6 10 9 9 

7 29 54 44* 

8 5 16 12 

9 3 20 13 

10 3 5 4 

11 2 5 3 

12 3 3 3 

13 40 39 39* 

14 5 11 9 

15 5 18 12 

16 59 48 53* 

17 10 8 9 

18 3 10 7 

19 12 23 18 

20 21 24 23* 

~~Invalid questions. 
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items, because by definition these students were expected to 

read a selection from their grade at the independent level. 

It was also expected that when an item was responded to 

correctly by more than 80 per cent of the independent level, 

the question would be regarded valid. 

TABLE 9- Percent of Independent Readers Giving Incorrect 
Responses for Six Questions of the Group Reading 
Inventory (N=48) 

Questions 

1 

3 

7 

13 

16 

20 

The Percentage of Students 
with Incorrect Responses 

27 

2 

19 

10 

19 

o 

The data presented ~n Table 9 show that only the first 

question of the group inventory was not responded to correctly 

by more than 80 per cent of readers. The type of answers give~ 

to this particular question were studied and modified as seen 

appropriate. But no further testing was carried out on the 

modification of the experimental group inventory form; and" it 

was assumed valid. The remaining five items were interpreted 

to be valid, as they met the criterion proposed. 

The Informal Individual Reading Inventory was handled 

differently. Its validity was tested both at the elementary 

and the secondary school levels. For the elementary level 30 

students, from Sigli Terakki and Tlirkan Soray ilkokulu each, 

were selected by class teachers. Ten students from different 

sections of the three grade levels, grade 3-5 in each school, 

formed these 30 students. 
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For the secondary levels, students from $i§li Terakki 

Lisesi and Davutpa§a Lisesi were chosen. Ten students from 

different sections of sixth and seventh grades, except for 

the seventh grade of $i§li Terakki Lisesi, were included. The 

total was 30 students, 20 from Davutpaga Lisesi, and 10 from 

$i§li Terakki Lisesi. 

The students were administered the Informal Individual 

Reading Inventory by the investigator, during a regular class 

hour, In a separate, quiet room. This administration started 

with the first reading text at the grade level of the parti

cular students (the order of reading texts is presented in 

Appendix G). Following a brief explanation about the content 

of the text, the student was asked to read the text orally. 

Then the investigator asked the comprehension questions on 

the particular selection. The student answered orally, and 

the investigator wrote them down. If the answers were In

correct, no help was given. A second selection at the same 

grade level was given to be read, and the student was asked 

to read it silently, this time. Comprehension questions were 

asked afterwards, as it was in the case at oral reading. 

Results were analyzed In terms of comprehension scores 

received from particular selections. The criterion for evalua

tion was based on the number of students who were able to read 

a selection at his/her independent level, that is at 90 per

cent level of comprehension or above. Accordingly, a text 

would be assumed valid, if at least half of the students, 

from either one of these pilot schools, could comprehend a 

particular selection at the independent level. This criterion 

is set intuitively by the investigator. Each selection of the 

individual inventory was assessed according to the above 

criterion. All of the selections were found valid for their 

corresponding grade levels. For each text, there existed a 

case where at least five out of 10 of the students comprehended 
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it at the independent level. The obtained results are given 

~n Tables 10 and 11 for elementary and secondary school 

levels, respectively. 

TABLE 10- Number of Students in Two Elementary Schools Who 
Reached Independent Level of Reading on the Informal 
Individual Reading Inventory 

Order of Presentation 
of the Selections 

Grades 

1 
3 

2 

1 
4 

2 

1 
5 

2 

The Number of Students Comprehending 
at the Independent Level of Reading 

$i§li Terakki Turkan $oray 
ilkokulu ilkokulu 

(N=30) (N=30) 

9 5 

9 0 

9 3 

6 2 

6 2 

6 1 

TABLE 11- Number of Students at the Two Secondary Schools Who 
Reached Independent Level of Reading on the Informal 
Individual Reading Inventory 

Presentation Order of 
of the Selections Grades 

1 
6 

2 

1 
7* 

2 

The Number of Students Comprehending 
at the Independent Level of Reading 

$i§li Terakki Turkan Soray 
ilkokulu ilkokulu 

(N=lO) (N=20) 

8 7 

7 5 

6 

6 

*The Informal Individual Reading Inventory could not be administered to 
the seventh grades of Si§li Terakki Lisesi. 
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5.4.4. The Test Administration 

The administration of informal reading inventories 

constituted the major activity in the procedure. 

Testing was carried out with the ma~n samples of the 

study in two steps; a) Administration of the Informal Group 

Reading Inventory, and b) Administeration of the Informal 

Individual Reading Inventory. 

All the seventh grade students (N=248) ~n five 

different sections of the Bliylikcekmece Lisesi were included 

in the Informal Group Reading Inventory administration. The 

investigator applied this test to each seventh grade class 

during a regular school hour, since guidance hours were used 

to supplement other courses. The class hours utilized for 

testing were determined by the assistance of the school 

principal. 

At the beginning of testing, the participants were 

informed about the study. They were explained that the aim was 

to determine the reading level of students, and-the relation

ship between reading and school achievement. Following this, 

an appropriate text or reading selection (See Appendix F) was 

presented together with a brief explanation on what the text 

was about (see page 33). Participants were asked to read the 

text silently. After everybody finished reading, comprehen

s~on questions were handed in to be answered in written form 

by the students, themselves. 

The answers g~ven for the group reading inventory were 

checked and scored afterwards by the investigator. These were 

used as reading comprehension scores in computing the 

correlations between reading and academic achievement of the 

students. 
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The second phase of test administration included the 

Informal Individual Reading Inventory. It was carried out 

only with 20 students living in the Buyukcekmece orphanage 

and also attending the Buyukcekmece Lisesi. 

The individual inventory lS suggested for those 

students whose scores fall below 50 out of 100 in the group 

inventory (Strang, 1964, p.130). The investigator of this 

study, however, decided to give the individual inventory to 

all the orphanage seventh graders, irrespective of their 

group inventory scores, Slnce it was a small group of 20 

students. It was thought that more information on reading 

behavior of seventh graders would be gathered this way. The 

obtained individual reading scores would also facilitate a 

cOillparison of the reading performance of these students on 

two types of reading inventories. The degree of concordance 

between the group and the individual reading inventories could 

also be determined with these data. 

The individual reading inventory was administered 

according to Miller's suggestion of five different steps to 

be followed (see page 15). In the present study, only the 

first and the fourth steps, 1.e. establishment of a good 

rapport and giving graded reading texts, considered relevant, 

were applied. The other steps, dictating and reading a 

language experience story, giving different inventories for 

phonetic and instructional analysis, and the word recognition 

test were omitted due to time limitation. 

Administration of the Informal Individual Reading 

Inventory started with the first selection of the third grade 

for all orphanage students, except for those who received a 

group test score of 16.50, the pilot group average, at the 

seventh grade level. For those students the individual testing 

began at the seventh grade level, Slnce they were expected to 
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read a selection corresponding to their grade, at the In

dependent level. 

The individual testing was carried out at the Bilyilk

cekmece Orphanage in the morning hours when these students 

were free. One problem came up In finding an empty room for 

testing in the orphanage. Most of the rooms there were 

utilized for study purposes. Therefore, the testing setting 

varied (i.e. library, director's office, or an empty study -

room) from day to day. 

The administration started by glvlng a brief explana

tion on the technique to be used. The student was told that 

the texts would be increasing in difficulty and that the 

student might find the material too hard to handle as testing 

progressed. Then the content of the first selected text was 

explained and it was presented to be read orally. This was 

tape-recorded for purposes of obtaining data on reading 

habits of students. Errors In oral reading were analyzed 

afterwards by the investigator. Following reading, comprehen

sion questions were asked orally by the investigator, and the 

answers were written down. The percentage of correct answers 

was calculated immediately for each selection. This was 

followed by the second selection of the same grade level, but 

the student was asked to read it silently this time. 

Comprehension questions were asked in a similar way as it was 

in oral reading, and the percentage of correct responses were 

calculated immediately. After both selections of the parti

cular grade level were given, the first selection of the 

following grade level was presented. This continued until the 

student read at least one selection of the particular grade 

at the frustration level; or until all reading texts were 

completed at independent or instructional level. 

The procedure by which the students reading performance 
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was determined, was based on rules offered by Dechant (1971, 

p.96). These rules were that: 

a) A student's reading performance 

independent for a particular grade level, 

~s 

if 

evaluated 

the scores 

obtained from both selections of that level are rated as 

dependent. 
~n-

b) If one of the text scores 1S rated as instructional, 

then the student's reading performance is rated as instruc

tional regardless of the level of the other text. 

c) If one of the text scores rated the student's 

reading performance as frustration, his/her level was 

accepted as that regardless of the level of the other text. 

d) When a student's reading from a higher grade 1S 

rated better than the previous grade, the level reached at 

the higher grade is taken as his actual reading level. 

Results obtained this way constituted the reading 

comprehension scores of individual reading inventory used ~n 

the following analysis. 

All data are presented 1n Appendix I. 

5.4.5. Analysis of Data 

Techniques used in the data analysis were the Pearson 

Product Moment Correlation, Rank Order Correlation, thi-square 

and t-test for dependent samples. The data were presented: 

a) Descriptively in tables of means and standard deviations 

of scores and grades, b) Correlation coefficients and chi -

square values as index of achievemer.t as well as relationship 

between Informal Group Reading Inventory and Informal Individ-
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ual Reading Inventory, c) Finally the reading habits of 

seventh graders were described in terms of item difficulties 

knowledge of the grammatical pattern ~n Turkish, level of 

comprehension and types of errors. 

Results are presented ~n the following section. 
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VI. RESULTS 

The results will be presented under three meadings as: 

(1) Description of data In terms of means and standard 

deviations, frequency distributions and percentage of 

students classified according to scores obtained from reading 

inventories and grades, (2) Relationship between reading and 

achievement, and (3) Description of the reading behavior of 

the seventh grade orphanage students. 

6.1. Means and Standard Deviations of Reading Scores and 

Grades 

The reading scores obtained by the tota~ group from 

the Informal Group Reading Inventory, their Grade point 

average (GPA), and Turkish and Math average grades were 

evaluated. The means and standard deviations of reading 

scores and grades are presented in Table 12. 

TABLE 12- Means and Standard Deviations of the Informal 
Group Reading Inventory Scores, the GPA and the 
Turkish and Math Grades of the Total Group (N=248) 

Measures 

Informal Group Reading Inventory 

GPA 

Turkish 

Math 

Mean 

15.97 

5.97 

5.66 

5.50 

Standard Deviation 

2.64 

1.35 

1.45 

1.85 
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Similarly the same variables are taken in addition to 

the Individual Reading Inventory scores, and means and 

standard deviations are calculated for the orphanage group of 

20 students. These are presented in Table 13. 

TABLE 13- Means and Standard Deviations of the Informal Group 
Reading Inventory and Informal Individual Reading 
Inventory Scores, the GPA, and the Turkish and Math 
Grades of the Small Group (N=20) 

Heasures 

Informal Group Reading Inventory 

Informal Individual Reading Inventory 

GPA 

Turkish 

Math 

Hean 

14.38 

17.82 

4.87 

4.83 

4.18 

Standard Deviation 

2.04 

2.66 

0.88 

1. 41 

1. 37 

An inspection of Tables 12 and 13 shows that the mean 

scores obtained from the small group were lower than the mean 

scores of the total group on all measures. The mean scores* 

of the two group were sUbjected to t-test for uncorrelated 

samples for finding out whether these are significantly 

different from each other or not. For this analysis, the 

independance of groups were achieved by taking the orphanage 

group out of the total group at 248 students. This was called 

the large group with (248-20) 228 students; and the other was 

called the small group with 20 orphanage students. Table 14 

gives the means and the standard deviations of the large 

group. 

A comparison of the mean scores of two groups ~s dis

played in Table 15. The results revealed that the mean scores 

of the large group were significantly higher than the mean 

scores of the orphanage group at the .0005 level. 

*Since the group reading inventory scores were out of 20 points 
and the individual reading inventory scores were out of 100, 
for the sake of the co=parison, each individual reading 
inventory score was divided by five to obtain the correspond-
. t ~ ~o' o;~rc l n g 0 u 0 r _" p '.L i. - -' • 
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Measures 

IGRI 

GPA 

Turkish 

Math 

TABLE 15-

Measures 

IGRI 

GPA 

Turkish 

Math 
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Mean~ and Standard Deviations of the Informal Group 
Read~ng Inventory Scores, the GPA and the Turkish 
and Math Grades of the Large Group (N=228) 

Mean Standard Deviation 

16.15 2.61 

6.07 1. 34 

5.76 1. 43 

5.62 1. 84 

Comparison of the Mean Scores Obtained from the Two 
Groups 

Large Group Small ( Orp hanag e) Calculated Level 
Means Group Means t-Value of 

(N=228) (N = 20) (d. f. =246) Significance 

16.11 14.38 4.76 .005 

6.07 4.87 4.53 .005 

5.76 4.83 3.33 .005 

5.62 4.18 4.62 .005 

6.1.1. Frequency Distributions and Percentage of Students 

Classified on the Basis of Reading and Achievement 

Scores 

For another descriptive display of data, students were 

classified according to academic achievement and reading 

comprehension into categories, such as achiever and non -

achiever in one case, and independent, instructional and 

frustration level readers in another. Students thus 

categorized are presented in Tables 16 through 21. 

Table 16 shows a classification of students by grade 

point average and group reading scores. It can be seen from 

this table that 92 per cent of the total group of students 

fell in the achiever group. Sixty-three per cent of these 
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achievers were, however, assessed to be instructional level 

readers. Of the eight per cent of students, who fell in the 

non-achiever group, none were independent readers. The 

majority read at the instructional level. 

TABLE 16- Frequency Distribution and Percentage of Students 
Categorized by Grades (GPA) and Reading Levels 
Based on Informal Group Reading Inventory Scores 
(N=248) 

Reading Comprehension Achiever Non-Achiever 

Levels Frequency % Frequency % 

Independent 79 32 

Instructional 145 58 14 6 

Frustration 6 2 4 2 

TOTAL 230 92 18 8 

Table 17 shows a similar classification of students by 

Turkish grades and group reading scores. 

TABLE 17- Frequency Distribution and Percentage of Students 
Categorized by Turkish Grades and Reading Levels 
Based on Informal Group Reading Inventory Scores 
(N=248) 

Reading Comprehension Achiever Non-Achip.ver 

Levels Frequency % Frequency % 

Independent 78 32 1 

Instructional 135 54 24 10 

Frustration 4 2 6 2 

TOTAL 217 88 31 12 

This table indicates that 88 per cent of the total 

group were achievers in Turkish course. Again, the majority of 

the achiever group (135/217 ~ 62 per cent) and the non -
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achiever group (24/31 = 77 per cent) were assessed as In

structional level readers. 

In Table 18, students were classified by their math 

grades and group reading scores. Of the math achievers 

(107/184) 58 per cent were classified to be at the instruc

tional level, while (52/74) 83 per cent of the non-achievers 

fell in this category. 

Based on findings shown in Tables 16, 17 and 18, it 

can be said that whatever course grade is taken for criteria 

at achievement, the majority of both the achievers, and the 

non-achievers are reading at the instructional level. 

TABLE 18- Frequency Distribution and Percentage of Students 
Categorized by Math Grades and Reading Levels Based 
on Informal Group Reading Inventory Scores (N=248) 

Reading Comprehension 
Achiever Non-Achiever 

Levels Frequency % Frequency % 

Independent 73 30 6 2 

Instructional 107 43 52 21 

Frustration 4 2 6 2 

TOTAL 184 75 64 25 

The small (orpha~age) group was also classified. But 

this time both the group and the individual reading inventory 

scores were considered. The results are presented in Tables 

19, 20 ana 21. 
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TABLE 19- Frequency Distribution of the Orphanage Students 
Categorized by GPA and Reading Levels Based on 
Informal Group and Individual Reading Inventory 
Scores (N=20) 

Reading 
Comprehension 

Levels 

Independent 

Instructional 

Frustration 

IGRI, IIRI 

Frequency of Frequency of 

Achievers Non-achievers Achievers Non-achievers 

14 5 

1 

8 

6 

4 

1 

1 

Table 19 presents a classification based on grade 

point average and group and individual reading scores. It can 

be seen from this table that 14 orphanage students had a 

grade point average of 4,5 or higher and were classified as 

achievers. All of the achievers, were classified as instruc

tional level readers by the group reading inventory scores. 

Based on the individual reading inventory scores, however, 12 

students were assessed to function at the independent level 

of reading and seven at the instructional level. Of the 12 

independent readers eight were achievers, and four non -

achievers. Six achievers scored at the instructional level 

and none a t the f r u s t rat ion 1 eve 1 . 

Classifications us~ng Turkish grades and the two 

reading scores are presented in Table 20. Reading these data 

we can say that while most of the achievers in the Turkish 

course came from the instructional level readers, based on 

group reading scores, achievers scored mostly at the indepen

dent reading level according to their individual reading 

scores. 
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TABLE 20- Frequency Distribution of Orphanage Students 
Categorized by Turkish Grades and Reading Levels 
Based on Informal Group and Individual Reading 
Inventory Scores (N=20) 

Reading 
Comprehension 

Levels 

Independent 

Instructional 

Frustration 

IGU IllI 

Frequency of Frequency of 

Achievers Non-achievers Achievers Non-achievers 

13 6 

1 

9 

4 

3 

3 

1 

Table 21 presents classifications based on math grades 

and group and individual reading scores. Here the number of 

achievers and non-achievers were equal. Neither the group nor 

the individual reading scores and levels of reading seemed to 

help in a systematic classification of students on achieve

ment. It is therefore difficult to see the relationship bet

ween math achievement and reading performance of these 

students. 

TABLE 21- Frequency Distribution of Orphanage Students 
Categorized by Math Grades and Reading Levels Based 
on Informal Group and Individual Reading Inventory 
Scores (N=20) 

Reading 
Comprehension 

Levels 

Independent 

Instructional 

Frustration 

IGRI IIRI 

Frequency of Frequency of 

Achievers Non-achievers Achievers Non-achievers 

9 

1 

10 

5 

4 

1 

7 

3 
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6.2. The Relationship Between Academic Achievement and 

Reading Comprehension 

The relationship between achievement and reading was 

assessed by product moment correlation, rank order correla

tion and non-parametric techniques such as chi-square, and 

etc. 

The Pearson Product Moment Correlations on academic 

achievement and reading comprehension were calculated and 

found to be between .46 and .49, significant at the .005 

level. As shown in Table 22, the scores received from the 

group reading inventory are significantly related to grade 

point average, the Turkish and the Math grades. Based on this 

finding, we can say that about 20 per cent of the variance in 

these students achievement can be explained by their reading 

performance. 

TABLE 22- Correlations Between Informal Group Reading 
Inventory Scores and School Grades of Seventh Grade 
Students (N=248) 

School Achievement 

GPA 

Turkish 

Math 

IGRI 

.48 

.49 

.46 

Level of Significance 

.005 

.005 

.005 

An analysis of the relationship. using the chi-square 

technique, where students were classified into achiever/non

achiever categories in one case; and independent, instruc

tional and frustration levels in another, also revealed a 

significant relationship (p<.OOl) between academic achievement 

and reading comprehension levels for the total group. This 

finding indicates that the reading comprehension levels of 

achievers and non-achievers, according to GPA, Turkish and 
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Math grades, are significantly different from each other. 

Table 23 presents the X2 values and the level of significance 

for all three variables under consideration. 

TABLE 23- The Chi-Square Analysis of Reading Comprehension 
Levels (Based on IGRI Scores) and School Achievement 
for the Total Group (N=248) 

Level of 
Variables Calculated X2 d. f. Significance 

GPA vs. Reading Comprehension Levels 17.37 2 .001 

Turkish vs. Reading Comprehension 
Levels 21.39 2 .001 

Math vs. Reading Comprehension 
Levels 37.97 2 .001 

A similar relationship was also sought for In the 

small (orphanage) group by using both the individual reading 

inventory and the group reading inventory scores and grades 

(Table 24). Here the Rank Order Correlation technique was 

utilized. Correlations between group reading scores and 

grades were .51, .50 and .30, the latter not reaching 

significance. Correlations between achievemen~ and the Infor

mal Individual Reading Inventory scores were low and non -

significant for grade point average and math average but 

significant for Turkish average. 

TABLE 24- Rank Order Correlation Between School Achievement 
and Informal Group Reading Inventory As Well As 
Informal Individual Reading Inventory Scores (N=20) 

IGRI Level of IIRI Level of 
School Achievement r Significance r Significance 

GPA .51 .025 .11 n.s. 

Turkish .50 .025 .43 .05 

Math .30 n.s. 2/, . ..., n. s. 
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The chi-square technique could not be utilized for the 

small group, because the number of participants included in 

this group is too small to warrant the use of this technique. 

The overall evaluation of relationships revealed that 

reading comprehension and academic achievement are signifi

cantly correlated to each other in general. This supports 

the hypothesis of a meaningful relationship between reading 

and achievement. 

The investigator was also interested In finding out 

the relationship between the two kinds of informal reading 

inventories used in this study. Therefore, scores obtained 

from the group and the individual reading inventories were 

used as data for an analysis of association. A Rank Order 

Correlation, the Wilcoxen Test and the t-test for correlated 

samples were used for this analysis. Results revealed 

significant a relationship between the two types of measures. 

A detailed analysis and interpretations of findings are given 

in Appendix J. 

6.3. Reading Habits of the Seventh Grade Students 

Reading habits of the seventh graders were analyzed 

uSlng criteria such as the difficulty level of items, know

ledge of the grammatical pattern of Turkish language, level 

of comprehension and the types of errors In oral reading. 

The data were derived from the written answers to 

grammer and comprehension questions asked in the group 

inventory, to comprehension questions of the individual lnven-

tory, and the oral responses recorded during the administra-

tion of the individual inventory. 
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6.3.1. Item Difficulty 

The percentage of students glv1ng incorrect responses~ 

to each question was taken as criterion for evaluation. Thus 

a question was evaluated difficult if at least 20 per cent of 

the participants responded incorrectly. 

The general evaluation of the responses to questions 

of the group reading inventory showed that seven out of 20 

questions were perceived difficult by these seventh graders. 

At least 20 per cent of the participants could not give" 

correct responses to seven questions, 1.e. 1, 7, 8, 9, 13, 

16, 20, among which the first four were mUltiple-choice and 

the last three short-essay questions (see Table 25). 

The evaluation of responses, glven by the orphanage 

group, to questions of the individual reading inventory 

revealed that 20 out of 100 questions were perceived harder 

than the others. 

6.3.2. Knowledge of the Grammatical Pattern 1n Turkish 

Language 

The students knowledge of the grammatical pattern 1n 

Turkish Language was evaluated through the responses given ~o 

the multiple-choice questions of the Informal Group Reading 

Inventory. 

six questions were on knowledge of words presented 

the text. Thirty-seven and 33 per cent of the participants 

responded incorrectly to the first and the ninth multiple 

cohice questions, respectively, indicating that the words 

inquired by these questions were not well-known by these 

students. 

1n 
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Two questions (5 and 6) were on dividing words into 

syllables. Results indicated that most of the participants 

know the syllabication of Turkish words. 

Two questions (7 and 8) were prepared to see how well 

the students could distinguish between the parts of a 

sentence, i.e. noun, verb or adjective. Findings revealed 

that students are experiencing difficulty in differentiating 

one part of a sentence from another. 

6.3.3. Level of Comprehension 

For comprehension, short-essay questions of the group 

and the individual reading inventories were analyzed. 

In the short-essay section of the Informal Group 

Reading Inventory, the three questions perceived as relatively 

difficult were directed at measuring the students' inferential 

level of comprehension. 

The small group analysis, however, resulted ln a 

different outcome than the large group analysis'- Hundred 

comprehension questions of the Informal Individual Reading 

Inventory were composed of 44 literal, 29 inferential and 27 

evaluative items. 

The results showed that seven out of 44 (16 per cent) 

literal questions, six out at 29 (21 per cent) inferential 

questions, and seven out of 27 evaluative questions were more 

difficult than the others. Table 26 presents the percentage 

of difficult questions at different comprehension levels. 
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TABLE 25- Percent of Incorrect Responses to Comprehension 
Questions on the Informal Group Reading Inventory 
of the Total Group (N=248) and those of the 
Independent Readers (N=79) 

Questions 
Total Group 

(N=248) 

1 37 

2 10 

3 15 

4 4 

5 8 

6 11 

7 43 

8 20 

9 33 

10 10 

~~ll (L) 5 

~~12 eL) 6 

*13 (I) 39 

*14 (L) 13 

*15 eL) 15 

*16 (I) 64 

*17 (1) 11 

*18 (E) 9 

*19 eE) 13 

*20 (1) 34 

*Level of comprehension ~s presented In paranthesis. 

L Literal 

I Inferential, and 

E Evaluative 

Independent Readers 
(N=79) 

17 

5 

5 

1 

2 

1 

21 

5 

10 

2 

o 
1 

12 

1 

o 
35 

2 

o 
2 

11 
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TABLE 26- The Relatively More Difficult Questions of the 
Informal Individual Reading Inventory 

Comprehension Levels 

Literal 

Inferential 

Evaluative 

The Percentage of 
Difficult Questions 

16 

21 

26 

The highest percentage of difficult items was observed 

~n the evaluative questions, followed by inferential ques

tions. This is consistent with general expectation. 

6.3.4. Types of Errors ~n Oral Reading 

The error analysis of the taped oral reading charac

teristics included the percentage and the types of errors 

according to criteria and rules set by Dechant (1971, p.94) 

and as shown in Appendix H. 

Independent level of reading was determined by one per 

cent or less error, instructional level by 2-5 per cent 

error, and frustration level by 6 per cent of more error ~n 

oral reading. 

Table 27 presents tho percentage of oral reading 

errors made by each of 20 participants at all reading levels 

included in the informal reading inventory. 

The data show that none of the orphanage students 

could read the texts orally at the independent level at any 

grade. The smallest percentage of error was two. Only four 

were able to reach the instructional level at grade seven, 

one at grade s~x, six at grade five, one at grade four and 

one at grade three. Six ~articipants were in the frustrated 

category at all grade le~els. 
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TABLE 27- Percentaobe of Errors 'n ~ the Oral Reading Part of 

Subjects 

the Informal Individual Reading Inventory at Grade 
Levels 3 Through 7 

Selections of the IIRI 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7** 

8 

9** 

10** 

11 

12* 

13 

14* 

15 

16* 

17 

18 

19 

Third 
Grade 

9 

8 

8 

5 

13 

3 

9 

5 

5 

6 

3 

6 

5 

3 

5 

Fourth Fifth 
Grade Grade 

10 13 

5 6 

5 5 

6 8 

12 15 

6 3 

7 

6 

14 

4 

4 

16 

7 

3 

5 

9 

8 

4 

5 

4 

10 

5 

3 

2 

Sixth 
Grade 

15 

15 

13 

11 

17 

8 

l3 

10 

12 

10 

16 

5 

Seventh 
Grade 

16 

12 

14 

12 

17 

9 

23 

8 

12,5 

14 

5 

8 

4 

6 

4 

14 

l3 

4 

*Participants whose group inventory scores were above the mean of the 
seventh grade pilot sample were not administered the individual reading 
inventory below seventh grade. 

**sixth and seventh grade level reading texts were not given to those 
participants, because they reached the frustration level at the fifth 
grade. 
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When the oral reading level of each participant was 

compared to his Individual Reading Inventory score; it was 

observed that among the 12 independent level readers, based 

on individual reading inventory performance, only four could 

read the second selection of seventh grade at an instruc

tional level. The others were defined as instructional level 

readers either at sixth, fifth or fourth grades. This 

observation may lead one to think that there is not much 

relationship between oral reading levels and reading 

comprehension levels, as determined by the Informal Individual 

Reading Inventory used in this study. 

The sixth question of the first selection, at seventh 

grade level, provides an example for the above impression. 

Thirteen out of 18* participants, while reading the particular 

text orally, could not pronounce the ,>lord "kulakllklarlnl" 

(Appendix G, "Yunuslar da 5arkl Sayler", p. fifth row, 

ninth word) correctly, and read it as "kulaklarlnll! 

Responses to the comprehension question, l.e. the sixth 

question, incorporating this word showed that eight of these 

13 participants gave correct answers and five failed. So, 

majority of students who pronounced the word incorrectly, was 

able to perceive the meaning and comprehend it correctly. 

This supports the discussions put foreward by Goodman on 

deviations in oral reading (See p.7), and can be interpreted 

as a "carelessll mistake, which however does not necessarily 

interfere with students' comprehensions of the sentence read. 

An analysis of the types of errors In oral reading of 

the orphanage seventh graders are presented in Table 28. 

*Two of the participants frustrated at fifth grade level. 
They were not presented the texts of sixth and seventh grade 

levels. 
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TABLE 28- Percentage of the Types of Errors . (N=20) In Oral Readlng 

Types of Errors 

Repetition 

Substitution 

Omission 

Hesitation 

Syllabication 

Mispronounciation 

Lack of attention to punctuation marks 

Occurance (%) 

10 

5 

5 

20 

35 

20 

5 

Syllabication (reading a word by sllables) was found 

to be the most common error in oral reading. Hesitations and 

mispronounciations were the next most common types at errors 

observed, 

6.4. Summary of the Results 

The mean scores of the Informal Group Reading Inven

tory, the GPA, and the Turkish and the Math grades of the 

large group (N=228) were significantly higher (P<.OOS) than 

the mean scores of the orphanage group (N=20) on all 

measures. 

The majority of bot~ achievers and the non-achievers 

of the total group (N=248) were reading at the instructional 

level on the basis of group reading scores. More than half of 

the orphanage students included in the small group, however, 

were classified as independent level readers by their 

individual inventory scores. 

Academic achievement and reading comprehension of the 

total group were significantly correlated (p<.OOS), and 

therefore, probably not independenr of each other. However, 
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ln the small (orphanage) group analysis, significant 

relationships were found between the group reading scores and 

the GPA and Turkish grades (p .025); and between individual 

reading scores and the Turkish grades. 

Participants experienced problem in responding to some 

of the grammatical questions of the group reading inventory. 

Two of the mUltiple-choice items on word knowledge and two 

questions on sentence structure of Turkish were perceived 

relatively difficult. Inferential questions of the group 

reading inventory, and evaluative questions of the individual 

reading inventory were also regarded difficult by the 

participants. 

Levels of oral reading and comprehension, as they were 

determined ln this study, were found to be unrelated to each 

other. 

Syllabication, hesitation and mispronounciation were 

the most common errors in oral reading. 
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VII. DISCUSSION 

The maln purpose of this study was to determine the 

relationship between academic performance and reading 

comprehension of seventh graders. To achieve this purpose, it 

was necessary to develop instruments by which to assess the 

reading comprehension in the Turkish language. In addition, 

data on reading habits of the seventh grade students were 

also aimed to be collected for future work on the subject. 

In determining the relationship between academic 

achievement and reading comprehension, school grades (grade 

point average, grades from Turkish and Math. courses) and 

reading scores were needed. Grades were obtain~d from the 

school files, and reading scores from two reading tests 

developed by the investigator for this purpose. A major part 

of this study, therefore, constituted the development of the~e 

instruments, designed after a technique called the informal 

reading inventories. 

Steps followed in establishing the experimental forms 

of reading inventories were: (1) The calculation of the 

readability ranges of Grades 3-7, utilizing the formula 

developed by Dale and Chall; (2) Development of an Informal 

Group Reading Inventory and Informal Individual Reading 

Inventory; and (3) Conducting a pilot study to test the 

validity of these inventories. 
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Two-hundred-forty-eight seventh grade students of the 

Bliylikcekmece Lisesi, including 20 students living in the Bli

ylikcekmece O~phanage, also attending the same school, 

participated in the study. Both groups were administered the 

Informal Group Reading Inventory, but only the orphanage 

group took the Informal Individual Reading Inventory. The 

tests were administered in two different settings; ~n the 

classrooms of the Bliylikcekmece Lisesi for group testing and 
. . 
~n var~ous study rooms, etc .• for individual testing. 

The findings of the data revealed a significant 

relationship between academic achievement and reading 

comprehension of the seventh grade students, attending the 

Bliylikcekmece Lisesi. The grade point average, the Turkish and 

the Math. grades were significantly correlated (.48, .49 and 

.46) with the group reading inventory scores at the .005 level. 

These correlations indicated that 21-24 per cent of var~ance 

in academic achievement colud be explained by reading scores. 

Thorndike (1973) and Bloom (1976) had come up with correlation 

coefficients of .68 and .70, respectively, between achievement 

in literature and reading comprehension; .60 and .54 between 

Math. achievement and reading comprehension. One possible 

explanation for differences between the correlation coefficients 

obtained in this study and those obtained by Thorndike and 

Bloom may be that the reading inventories, developed and 

utilized in the present study, are not as effective as the 

ones used by the other investigators in assessing the reading 

comprehension. 

A significant relationship between academic performance 

and reading comprehension was also found in the chi-square 

analysis. The results indicated that achievement in school ~n 

general, as well as achievement in specific content areas, 

were related to reading comprehension. Thus the main hypothesis 

of this study was supported by the data obtained from the total 

group of 248 students. 
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The same hypothesis was also tested using the 

orphanage group, i.e., the small group of 20 students. They 

were administered both the group and the individual reading 

inventories. S;gn;f; t 1 . ~ ~ ~can re at~ons were found between the 

grade point average, the Turkish grades and the reading 

comprehension scores obtained from the group inventory. 

Correlations between the individual reading scores and the 

Math. grades as well as the grade point average were not 

significant. This lack of significance can be explained by 

the homogeniety of the orphanage group, and, therefore, small 

variance. 

The most overall significant finding ~n both groups 

was on the relationship between Turkish grades and reading 

comprehension scores. 

An analyses of the two informal reading inventories 

was also carried out and findings revealed that the scores 

obtained from them were significantly correlated to each 

other. The individual reading inventory means, however, were 

significantly higher than those of the group reading inventory 

means. 

Strang (1964, p.19l) argues that an informal group 

reading inventory is an instrument through which one can get 

a general idea about reading; and an informal individual 

reading inventory ~s the one through which one gets specific 

information about a student's reading performance and skills. 

When the results of the present study were evaluated, it was 

noted that of the 19 participants categorized as instructional 

level readers by the group inventory, a good number moved 

into the independent reader category by the scores obtained 

from the individual inventory. This may mean that for more 

reliable classifications of reading levels, individual 

inventories should be used, time and circumstances permitting. 
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The characteristics of the individual reading inventory 
may bring some explanation to the discrepancy between group 
and individual reading scores. The individual reading 

inventory evaulates the student on the basis of two to ten 

different reading texts, in contrast to one text used in the 

group reading inventory. This would imply two things: (1) one 

gets more behavior sampling from the individual inventory 

which increases the reliability of data; and (2) during 

administration students, failing in the first selection, 

might have learned something about the way the questions 

were presented, and the expected responses. This might have 

led to better performance in the succeSSlve trials. 

Reading habits of seventh graders were examined by 

analyzing their response errors. In one analysis of responses 

to questions of the group inventory it was found that the 

students experienced problems in defining words, and in 

differentiating the parts of a sentence, i.e., a noun, a verb 

or an adjective. Among the short-essay questions, the 

inferential level questions seemed more difficult than the 

literal and the evaluative questions. 

In the analysis of response errors to the questions 

of the individual inventory, the highest percentage of 

incorrect responses fell in the evaluative category, indicating 

that the evaluative questions were most difficult for these 

students. As expected, the least number of incorrect responses 

was glven to literal questions, indicating that they were not 

difficult. 

In the analysis of oral reading performance of the 

orphanage students, the most common errors were In syllabica

tion, mispronounciation and hesitation. This indicates that 

orphanage students read words either syllable by syllable, 

mispronounced them, or hesitated before reading the following 
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word. These findings remind us of the conceptualization 

presented by Goodman (in Gunderson, 1970, p.llO) where an 

unskilled reader is defined as one who relies mostly on 

graphic cues. Since observations showed that the orphanage 

students read words by syllables, mispronounced them, or 

hesitated before reading them, they can be categorized as 

unskilled readers. 

The characteristics of the environment 1n which a 

reader has grown-up is noted to be of considerable importance 

in the reading comprehension of students (Thorndike, 1973, 

p.148). Literature implies that deprived environments could 

have debilitating influences on students' reading and 

achievement. Based on this, the orphanage students, whose 

home background is relatively deprived were expected to 

experience reading difficulties more than the students living 

with their parents. 

The findings 1n fact were supportive of this 

expectation. The mean scores of the orphanage students 1n the 

area of group reading. the grade point average, the Turkish 

and the Math. grades were significantly lower than those of 

students living with their parents. These indicate that the 

achievement and the reading comprehension levels of the 

orphanage students were inferior to those of their classmates. 

Similar findings were also reported by Thorndike (1973, p.148). 

From the results obtained 1n this study it can be 

concluded that reading comprehension problems are quite 

widespread among Turkish seventh grade students. The findings 

have shown that the majority of students are instructional 

level readers. This means that students are not effective 

enough in their reading comprehension, and therefore could 

not function in school as well as they are expected. If their 

comprehension level is increased from instructional to 
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independent, a good deal of the problem could perhaps be 

remedied. 

Since there is a significant relationship between 

academic achievement and reading comprehension the importance 

of reading development for better achi~vement seems clear. If 

school administrators and teachers make special effort in 

running reading development and/or remediation programs some 

of the school problems that are related to reading could be 

prevented. Psychological as well as academic implication of 

reading are well known and covered exhaustively in the English 

language. There is little doubt that similar implication are 

valid for Turkish as well. 
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VIII. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Limitations are generally related to the procedure of 

this study. These limitations include; ~l) the selection of 

participants in the pilot-study, (2) the validity of Dale and 

ChallIs formula used in determining the readability of texts 

in Turkish, (3) the number of participants in the Informal 

Individual Reading Inventory, and (4) the testing conditions. 

Also the investigator needed more literature on the 

relationship between reading and achievement. It was apparent 

that a great deal of work was done on the topic, but the 

local library limitations put a set on the number of studies 

that could be included in the review of literature section of 

this paper. 

No specific criterion was used for the selection of 

the participants administered in the pilot study. They were 

selected subjectively either by the school counselors or by 

the class-teachers. Although a mlnor possibility, it could 

have been the case where most of the selected participants 

were non-achievers. This situation would then falsely 

indicate that the selected text was valid, or invalid for the 

corresponding grade level. It is believed that in a similar 

pilot study, the achievement levels of the participants 

should be controlled by randomization. 
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The method used for the establishment of the informal 

reading inventories, basically, relie& on some table measures 

which are referred to as readability scores. Any particular 

text which a student reads have to have an associated 

readability score so as to make sure that the text is 

readable by that particular student, regarding his/her age and 

education level. Dale and ChallIs formula was taken as basis 

for this computation. However, it should be noted that this 

particular formula was developed on texts written in English, 

not in Turkish. Since Turkish language is different from 

English language, a formula, which will be tested on texts 

written in Turkish and developed accordingly, is needed. 

Moreover, the factors included in the Dale and Chall 

formula, i.e. sentence length and numbe"r of uncommon words, 

are most likely different in Turkish and need to be tested 

systematically, and perhaps it should be revised so that the 

validity of the readability formula can be established for 

the Turkish language as well. The nature of words (concrete 

vs. abstract) which are important in the comprehension of a 

text could also be taken into account in this formulation. 

A hypothetical text can be created out of a ph~losophy book, 

for example, which would have the same readability, ~n terms 

of sentence length and number of uncommon words, as a story 

from the Turkish book at seventh grade level. There ~s no 

doubt that a student at this level would find this text very 

difficult to understand,since it includes more abstract, 

conceptual words and ideas. This limitation should be overcome 

in future studies, by developing an appropriate readability 

formula. 

Twenty participants, included ~n administering the 

individual inventory, brought another limitation. It must be 

noted at this point that the study would end up with healthier 

results for the small group if the number was greater and 
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the participants were more heterogeneous than was the case in 

this study. 

The conditions 1n the group a~d individual testing are 

regarded as another limitation that effect the reliability of 

students performance. The probability of sharing ideas among 

the students might effect their real reading performance in 

a group test. As for the individual testing, it was believed 

that the different settings utilized, and the n01se created 

by the orphanage students outside the testing room might have 

influenced the concentration of the participants negatively. 

Therefore, testing conditions must be controlled for more 

effective and reliable performance measures of the students 

in future studies. 
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APPENDIX A 
TURKISH COMMON-WORD FREQUENCY LIST* 

Words Frequencies Words Frequencies Words Frequencies 
(A) 
aCl 28 armagan 31 bebek 31 
aClndlrmak 41 ars1an 27 benzemek 33 
a~lk 36 artmak 32 begerunek 45 
a~lk1amak 33 asker 31 bek1emek 90 
a~llrnak 31 asrnak 31 be1irmek 30 
a~mak 145 a§agl 64 be1irtmek 27 
ad 97 at 68 bes1ernek 31 
adam 143 ata 29 beyaz 47 
adlrn 29 ate§ 34 buakmak 87 
afet 27 at1arnak 41 bi1dirmek 37 
agabey 30 atrnak 108 bi1gi 74 
aga~ 270 av 67 bi1rnece 33 
aglr 31 aVCl 32 bi1mek 183 
aglamak 76 ay 47 birunek 57 
ahlak 70 ayak 122 bir 364 
ahlakh 41 ayakkabl 32 birer 42 
aile 128 aydede 67 birka~ 45 
akll 42 ayl 37 bir1ik 56 
akmak 28 aYlrmak 35 bitirmek 25 
akraba 26 ayna 47 biti§ik 25 

. ak§arn 44 ayrllnak 33 bitrnek 44 
al 26 az 44 bol 61 
alan 42 bo§ 60 
allak 195 

(B) boy 27 
almak 555 boyacl 51 
altln 55 baba 384 bocek 31 
ana 131 baglrmak 60 bu 332 
anI am 95 baglamak 76 bulmak 169 
anlarnak l' , 1..1. bahar 94 bulurunak 152 
anlatmak 385 bah~e 207 bulut 30 
anrnak 31 bakmak 382 bii1biil 28 
anne 290 bahk 31 biitiin 154 
ara 62 balon 32 biiyiik 409 
araba 103 ba§ 141 biiyiimek 32 
ara~ 92 ba§arl 37 
aramak 53 ba§ka 112 (C) 
arl 30 ba§lamak 273 
arkada§ 226 bayrak 114 cadde 42 
arkada§hk 27 bayram 234 can 96 

* This list was derived from the list developed by Dr.Nail 
Sahin (1981). The w~rds ~ith frequency o~ 25 and above were 
taken and included ln thlS cornman-word llst. 
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Words Frequencies Words Frequencies Words Frequencies 
can1l 49 dikkat 55 (F) 
cep 25 dikmek 56 
cevap 55 di1 70 fare 84 
Cln 182 di1emek 44 fark 26 
cumhuriyet 137 din 35 faz1a 48 
dice 59 din1emek 73 fe1aket 25 
ciim1e 193 din1enmek 45 fener 52 

di~ 26 
(C) dogmak 48 

(G) dogru 153 
caglrmak 38 doktor 28 gazete 34 
cah~kan 32 do1ap 28 gece 109 
ca1l~mak 404 do1a~mak 37 gecirmek 76 
ca1mak 39 do1durmak 26 gecmek 389 
canta 33 do1mak 29 ge1igmek 32 
carpmak 31 do1u 31 ge1mek 808 
cekmek 73 donmek 126 geml 82 
cesit 30 dort 26 genc 99 
cesit1i 55 durmak 178 genis 35 
cevre 207 durum 97 gerekmek 76 
Clkarmak 63 duvar 28 gerek1i 39 
Clkartmak 58 diikkan 33 geri 27 
Clkmak 288 diinya 113 getirmek 229 
cicek 174 dii~man 103 gezl 63 
ciftci 35 dii~mek 53 gezmek 50 
cizgi 34 dii~iince 30 girmek 122 
cizmek 30 diisiinmek 117 gitmek 550 
cocuk 531 diizen 31 giyinmek 27 
cok 647 diizine 46 giymek 33 
cubuk 28 giysi 35 

(E) gok 61 
gokyiizii 26 

(D) 
ebe 27 gol 62 

dag 66 edilmek 34 golge 25 
da1 67 egemen1ik 27 gondermek 40 
da1mak 29 eg1enmek 82 gorev 104 
davranl~ 48 ekim 29 gormek 54 
daYl 59 ek1emek 43 goriinmek 39 
dede 67 ekmek 26 gostermek 143 
defter 113 e1 255 gotiirmek 87 
deger 30 e1bise 66 goz 153 
deger1endirmek 25 e1ma 49 giiC 37 
demek 738 emek 49 gii1 87 
deniz 86 erkek 30 gii1mek 90 
dere 39 eski 43 giin 852 
derin 32 e~ek 60 giindiiz 36 

ders 79 e~ya 48 giines 66 

dev 51 etmek 250 giivercin 36 

devam etmek 28 etraf 27 giize1 418 

diger 30 ev 558 
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Words Frequencies Words --- Frequencies Words Frequencies 
(H) i§aret 102 kol 65 

i§lem 69 koku 25 
haber 74 i§lemek 36 kolay 42 
haberle§mek 64 iyi 247 kom§u 58 
hafta 92 iyilik 57 komutan 31 
hak 106 konmak 44 
hal 57 konu 165 
halk 59 (K) 

konu§mak 63 
hareket 71 ka~mak 55 korkmak 51 
harf 80 kad~n 74 korku 31 
hasta 43 kafes 50 korumak 105 
hastahk 56 kag~t 57 korunmak 30 
hat~rlamak 26 kaldumak 36 ko§mak 173 
hava 188 kalem 96 koymak 116 
hayat 96 kalkmak 73 komlir 39 
haydut 53 kalmak 165 kopek 111 
hayvan 178 kan 38 kotli 45 
haz~rlamak 88 kanat 31 katlillik 61 
haz~rlanmak 25 kap~ 109 kay 85 
haz~rl~k 34 kaplumbaga 28 koylli 75 
hikaye 37 kar 102 kral 209 
hoca 46 kara 34 krali~e 69 
ho§ 26 karar vermek 30 kulak 38 
ho§lanmak 38 kardeg 209 kullanmak 182 

kar~n 34 kullan~lmak 25 

. (I) kar§~ 105 kullibe 29 
kar§~lamak 38 kural 69 

~§~k 50 kat~lmak 35 kurmak 70 
kaval 25 kurt 52 

(i) 
kaya 75 kurtarmak 49 
kaza 84 kurtulmak 28 

~~ 161 kazarnnak 72 kurulmak 30 
i~mek 68 kavu§mak 29 kuru§ 47 
ihtiya~ 27 ked 52 ku§ 140 

ihtiyar 64 kedi 59 kutlamak 69 
iki 67 kelebek 35 kutsal 30 

iki§er 27 kelime 126 kuvvet 39 

ileri 35 kent 60 kuzu 69 

ilerlemek 35 kesmek 58 kli~liclik 27 

ilkbahar 30 kLl~~ 34 klilkedisi 53 

ilkagretim 26 k~r 90 klime 53 

imparator 67 k~rm~z~ 44 
inanmak 32 k~sa 55 (L) 
incelemek 54 k~s~m 51 
inmek 49 k~~ 225 leylak 28 

lnsan 384 k~yl 44 leylek 33 

insanl~k 27 klZ 51 lira 159 

lp 66 ki§i 37 
lSlm 69 kitap 176 (M) 
istemek 258 kitaphk 33 

l§ 370 kocaman 27 maden karnlirli 25 
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Words Frequencies Words Frequencies Words Frequencies 
magara 30 (0) saghk 75 
makine 49 sa1dl.rmak 49 
mal 53 odemek 42 sanat 28 
masa 62 odev 35 sandl.k 61 
masa1 37 ogrenci 101 saray 98 
mavl. 27 ogrenmek 147 sarl. 85 
mektup 112 ogretmek 36 satmak 52 
merak 28 ogretmen 171 savag 166 
mes1ek 90 olmek 75 savagmak 35 
meVSl.m 78 on 49 sayfa 56 
meydan 37 once 39 saygl. 57 
meydana ge1mek 25 on em 47 sayl. 140 
meyva 62 ornek 113 sayl.m 39 
millet 61 otmek 31 saymak 81 
misafir 36 ozlemek 25 sebze 38 
muhtar 25 seCl.m 27 
mut1u 44 (p) secmek 68 
miislilinan 77 se1 27 

pamuk 32 se1am 26 
(N) papatya 44 serin 25 

para 272 sert 40 
nokta 49 parca 64 ses 123 

parmak 31 ses1enmek 41 

(0) pazar 60 sevgl. 35 
pek 59 sevgili 44 

ocak 28 pembe 35 sevim1i 28 
oda 94 pencere 152 sevinmek 72 
odun 30 perl. 74 seV1.nc 63 
odun1uk 74 peygamber 149 sevmek 342 
ogu1 52 postacl.hk 38 seyretmek 52 
ok 33 prens 56 sl.cak- 81 
oku1 373 prenses 74 sl.fat 30 
okumak 272 sl.fl.r 51 
olay 30 (R) sl.nl.f 175 
olmak 1614 Sl.nl.r 49 
onluk 40 radyo 44 S1.ra 140 
ordu 78 rahat 56 sofra 31 
orman 186 rast1amak 25 soguk 111 
orta 43 rece1 28 sokak 58 
ot 43 renk 66 sonbahar 200 
otobus 43 reSl.m 182 sonra 150 
oturmak 107 resimli 29 sonuc 34 
ova 27 ruzgar 54 sormak 136 
oya 34 soru 103 
oynamak 262 (S) 

soy1emek 326 
183 soz 186 oyun 

oyuncak 57 saat 52 sozciik 60 
sabah 78 sozluk 37 
sac 40 spar 41 
saglamak 111 su 256 
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Words Frequencies Words Frequencies Words Frequencies 
sure 33 t~rnak 27 (V) 
surmek 73 tilki 74 
sus 27 top 88 var olmak 227 
suslemek 35 topae;; 45 vapur 35 
sut 39 toplamak 106 varl~k 41 

toplanmak 35 varmak 36 
(S) toprak 154 vatan 35 

torba 27 vatandag 29 
gark~ 54 toren 51 verilmek 25 
gart 41 trafik 92 vermek 525 
sas~rmak 41 tren 69 vurmak 35 
sehir 198 tutmak 203 vucut 25 
seker 40 tUm 27 
geki1 119 turku 25 (y) gekillenmek 78 
giir 62 

CU) yag~s 55 
gafar 36 yagmak 72 

ue;; 27 yagrnur 93 
(T) ue;;ak 64 yak~n 31 

ue;;mak 94 yaklasmak 84 
tahak 27 ue;;urtma 64 yakmak 32 
tahta 43 ugramak 45 yaln~z 85 
takmak 63 ugragmak 35 yan 80 
takvim 25 ulus 101 yang~n 97 
tam 55 ulusa1 49 yanmak 37 
tamam1amak 43 unutmak 50 yap~lmak 85 
tane 116 uyanmak 42 yapmak 929 
tan~mak 59 uymak 61 yaprak 85 
taraf 43 uygarhk 30 yarar1anmak 59 
tar~m 41 uyku 34 yarat~ak 25 
tarih 43 uygun 29 yard~m 37 
tarla 56 uyumak 42 yag 32 
tag 84 uzak 79 yagamak 118 
tag~mak 39 uzanmak 36 yatak 46 
tag~t 189 uzatmak 38 yatmak 55 
tati1 125 uzun 132 yaz 112 
tath 42 yaz~ 203 
taVgan 64 (ll) 

yazmak 492 
tavuk 47 yedirmek 31 
taze 28 ue;; 32 yemek 110 
tek 42 u1ke 184 yeni 76 
telefon 77 unite 54 yer 639 
te1evizyon 27 un1u 37 yegil 66 
telgraf 47 urun 67 yetismek 36 
temiz 94 uvey 26 yetigtirmek 46 
temiz1emek 35 uye 26 y~kamak 28 

tepe 47 uzUlmek 56 y~l 418 

terzi 66 uzuntu 25 y~lan 31 

tesekkur 29 y~ld~z 37 

teyze 29 yiyecek 80 
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Words Frequencies 

yok 45 
yo1 299 
yo1cu1uk 29 
yoru1mak 30 
yon 30 
yonetmek 34 
yumurta 35 
yurt 68 
yutmak 41 
yuva 54 
yliksek 62 
ylikse1mek 37 
ylin 26 
ylirlimek 81 
yliz 72 

(Z) 

zafer 27 
zaman 392 
zambak 28 
zarar 47 
zava11~ 49 
zeng~Tl 42 
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APPENDIX B 
A WORK SHEET FILLED IN FOR THE SAMPLES 

Article Page No. _______ _ 

Author From 

Publisher To 

1. Number of words in the sample 

2. Number of sentences In the sample 

3. Number of words not on common word list _______________ _ 

4. Average sentence length (divide 1 by 2) _______________ _ 

5. Dale score (divide 3 by I, multiply by 100) ______________ _ 

6. Multiply average sentence length (4) by .0496 ____________ _ 

7. Multiply Dale score (5) by .1579 _______________ _ 

8. Constant -3.6365 

9. Formula raw score (add 6,7,8) 

Average raw score of samples 
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APPENDIX C 
THE DIRECTIONS FOR FILLING OUT THE WORK SHEET 

1- Selecting samples 

Take approximately 100 words about every tenth page for 

books. For articles, select about four 100-word samples 

per 2000 words. Space these samples evenly. For passages 

of about 200 to 300 words analyze the entire passage. 

Never begin or end a sample in the middle of the sentence. 

2- Labeling work sheet 

Enter such information as title, author, publisher, date 

of publication, etc., regarding the sample to be appraised. 

3- Counting the number of words 

a) Count the total number of words in the sample. 

b) Count hyphenated words and contractions as one word. 

c) Count numbers as words: 10 is one word; 1947 ~s one 

word. 

d) Count compound names of persons and places as one word. 

e) Do not count initials which are part of a name as 

separate words. 

f) Record the number of words under 1 of the work sheet. 

4- Counting the number of sentences 

a) Count the number of complete sentences ln the sample. 

b) Record this under 2 of the work sheet. 
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5- Counting the number of unfamiliar words 

Words which do not appear on the common word list are 

considered unfamiliar. Underline all unfamiliar words, 

even if they appear more than once. In making this count, 

special rules are necessary for common and proper nouns, 

verbs and other parts of speech. 

(A detailed discussion was given by Dale and chall on 

these rules. Bornoval~, on the other hand, has adopted the 

procedure, presented by Dale and Chall, to Turkish language. 

Since these modified rules were utilized in this study, 

the ones advised by Dale and Chall, ~n counting the number 

of unfamiliar words, were not given ~n this section). 

6- Completing the work-sheet 

a) The average sentence length (4) ~s computed by dividing 

the number of words in the sample by the number of 

sentences in the sample. 

b) The Dale score and the percentage of words outside the 

common word list is computed by dividing the number of 

words, not on the common word list, by the number of 

words in the sample and multiply by 100. 

c) Follow through steps 6 and 7 on the work sheet. 

d) Add 6, 7 and 8 to get the formula raw score. 

e) If you have more than one sample to analyze, get an 

average of the formula raw scores by adding all of 

these and dividing by the,number of samples. 
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APPENDIX D 
MODIFICATIONS DONE BY BORNOVALI IN COUNTING 

THE NUMBER OF UNFAMILIAR WORDS 

1- Proper nouns: Names of persons and places were considered 

familiar even though they do not appear on the common 

word list (Japan, Smith, etc.) 

Abbreviations were counted as unfamiliar but as one word 

only (P.T.T. and T.B.M.M. are one word each). 

2- Common nouns: Plurals, inflected forms and possess~ve 

suffixes were considered not to change the root meaning 

and hence were not considered separate words (the same 

holds true for pronouns). For example "kapl", "kap~lar", 

"kap~y~lI, "kap~da", "kap~ya", "kapldan", "kap~n~n" were 

not counted as different; but "kap~c~" is counted as a 

different word because it has a a derivational suffix. It 

therefore becomes a new noun with a different meaning. 

3- Verbs: All verbs are given ~n their infinitive forms ~n 

the list. Conjugations of verbs were not c~unted as 

different, but the passive and causative forms were 

considered different. For example, "bilmek", "bil", 

"bilirim", "bilirsin", "bilir", "bilemez", "bildi", "bil~ 

mi~ti", "bilecek", "biliyor", "bilmiyorum", "bilemiyor", 

etc. are not different. But "bilinmek" (passive) and 

"bildirmek" (causative) are different verbs with their own 

conj uga t ions. 

4- Adjectives: Adjectives derived from nouns such as "saatli 

bina" and "yakas~z elbise" were counted as familiar if the 

nouns "saat" and "yaka" were included in the list. 
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5- Numbers: Numerals like 1947 and 18 were considered 

familiar. But if they were spelled out such as "k~rk", 

they were counted as unfamiliar. 

6- Miscellaneous: Particles which are written separately 

such as "mi", "imi g", "idi", and "da" were considered 

familiar. 
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APPENDIX E 
LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM "tLKOKUL TDRKCE 3" USED 

FOR OBTAINING AVERAGE READABILITY SCORE FOR 
THIRD GRADE LEVEL 

Number of 
Number of Number of Uncommon Readability 

Pages Words Sentences Words Scores 

18 101 16 34 9.2650 

28 106 17 35 9.1595 

40 101 12 22 7.4934 

45 103 20 26 7.8777 

55 100 21 22 7.3465 

67 100 22 15 6.2305 

76 101 17 51 11.9044 

86 101 21 21 7.1582 

98 102 20 28 8.2240 

105 103 21 14 6.0260 

115 97 12 19 7.1303 

127 101 13 32 9.0247 
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LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM "lLKOKUL TDRKCE 4" USED 
FOR OBTAINING AVERAGE READABILITY SCORE FOR 

FOURTH GRADE LEVEL 

Number of 
Number of Number of Uncommon Readability 

Pages Words Sentences Words Scores 

15 100 13 35 9.5445 

26 102 13 34 9.2890 

36 100 14 23 7.6225 

45 102 11 21 7.3473 

55 89 12 27 8.7946 

66 101 15 34 9.2859 

76 101 12 32 9.0568 

85 102 21 29 8.3667 

95 100 12 38 10.0500 

107 102 16 19 6.8940 

116 104 18 32 8.7816 

127 104 15 29 8.3834 

137 100 12 30 8.7868 
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LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM "ILKOKUL TORKCE 5" USED 
FOR OBTAINING AVERAGE READABILITY SCORE FOR 

FIFTH GRADE LEVEL 

Number of 
Number of Number of Uncommon Readability 

Pages Words Sentences Hords Scores 

18 104 21 33 8.8924 

28 106 16 28 8.1360 

35 104 12 31 8.7895 

Lt· 5 97 14 23 7.7277 

58 101 12 29 8.6167 

65 97 13 25 8.1029 

75 103 10 40 10.2645 

85 102 24 38 9.7298 

95 101 23 34 9.1697 

106 104 17 34 9.1020 

115 107 11 31 8.6937 

125 103 16 34 9.1680 

135 106 17 37 9.4574 

145 103 8 23 7.8010 
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LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM "ORTAOKULLAR iCiN TURKCE 1" USED 
FOR OBTAINING AVERAGE READABILITY SCORE FOR 

SIXTH GRADE LEVEL 

Number of 
Number of Number of Uncommon Readability 

Pages Words Sentences Words Scores 

6 107 17 30 8.3553 

15 103 12 31 8.8199 

25 104 18 26 7.8816 

37 113 8 36 9.3837 

46 100 8 42 10.9131 

63 105 10 30 8.7612 

71 103 16 28 8.1974 

81 100 14 27 8.2470 

87 107 10 49 11.4455 

98 100 14 42 10.6155 

108 100 18 26 8.0395 

117 100 17 43 10.7238 

131 105 17 26 7.8440 

137 99 19 33 9.1478 

147 101 26 38 9.8351 
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LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM HORTAOKULLAR iCiN TURKCE 211 USED 
FOR OBTAINING AVERAGE READABILITY SCORE FOR 

SEVENTH GRADE LEVEL 

Number of 
Number of Number of Uncomm on Readability 

Pages Words Sentences Words Scores 

5 104 17 42 10.2501 

15 105 9 44 10.8485 

28 103 10 41 10.4674 

40 101 7 56 13.0858 

47 116 13 41 9.6638 

55 98 10 31 9.1273 

65 103 9 32 9.0877 

76 106 10 30 8.6510 

85 104 12 43 10.6115 

96 104 10 39 10.0538 

105 110 15 21 6.9982 

115 102 9 47 11.4579 

129 104 10 21 7.3209 

136 100 14 41 10.4576 

145 101 17 46 11.1256 

157 101 13 29 8.5671 

166 101 8 32 9.2841 
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LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM "ORTAOKULLAR iCiN TGRKCE 3" USED 
FOR OBTAINING AVERAGE READABILITY SCORE FOR 

EIGHTH GRADE LEVEL 

Number of 
Number of Number of Uncommon Readability 

Pages Words Sentences Words Scores 

5 104 8 33 9.2916 

16 104 8 33 9.2916 

30 109 9 27 8.1485 

35 112 16 43 10.0459 

45 III 11 40 9.8271 

65 99 9 41 10.7214 

76 108 10 46 10.8976 

86 103 10 46 11.1992 

100 102 16 47 11.2285 

105 100 15 35 9.4937 

115 III 11 38 9.5426 

126 99 5 41 11.1579 

138 101 12 31 8.9004 

145 100 10 32 9.1853 

157 100 10 31 9.0274 

Additional 
Selections 

33 105 7 39 10.2454 

68 106 12 34 9.1394 

109 101 8 40 10.5162 
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APPENDIX F 
INFORMAL GROUP READING INVENTORY 

SLnLf 
Okunabi1ir1ik PuanL: 

7 
9.8927 

Yane1tici Soru Bu par~ada insan1arLn At1antik Okyanusu
nu ge~me ~a1Lgma1arL an1atl1Lyor. Baka-
1Lm ne gibi haZLr1lk1ar yapl1mlg. 

RA II ESKi MISIRLILARIN iziNDE 

Eski M1SLr1L1arln guneg tanrlSl RA'nLn adlnl taglyan sazdan 

yapL1ma bir tekney1e okyanusu ge~me denemesi bagarLS1Z1lk1a so

nu~lanlnca, bi1im adam1arL hemen ikinci deneme i~in hazLr1Lk1ara 

bag1adl1ar. 

Bir yandan ancekinin benzeri bir tekne yapL1Lrken, bir yandan 

da 0 teknenin neden battLgL aragtlrL1lyordu. Bunu an1amak ~ok ko-

1aydl. Clinkli saz1ar deniz suyunu emiyor ve tekne giderek aglr1agl

yordu. Bunu an1emek i~in pek ~ok aragtLrma1ar yapL1dL. As1lnda tekne

nLn her yanL su ge~irmez vernik1e kap1anLp bu sorun ~ozu1ebi1ir-

die Ana eski MLsLr1L1ar zamanLnda bu olanak yoktu ki. Sonunda bir 

din kitabLnda rast1anL1an birka~ satLr bu sorunu ~azlim1edi. Bu 

satLr1arda, Akdeniz'de saz1arln su ~eken kak1erine katran zifti 

sliru1dugli yazL1LydL. RA II i~in de aynL iglem uygu1andL. 

Sonunda tUm hazLr1lklar tamam1anarak 17 MaYLs'ta RA II koca

man okyanusun engin mavi1iklerine dogru yelken a~tL. Teknede dart 

ay yetecek Kadar yiyecek ve i~ecek vardL. 150 testi su, kire~ i~ine 

konserve edilmig yumurta, ~egitli kuru sebze ve meyvalar, et ve 

~egit1i meze1er, pirin~ ve ekmek. AyrLca bir kafeste de 20 Kadar 

tavuk yuk1enmigti gemiye. 
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SORULAR 

1- "Engin" kelimesinin par{;a i{;indeki anlaml agagldakilerden 
hangisidir? (15. satlr, 2. kelime) 
a) Yiice 
b) Sonsuz 
c) Biiyiik 
d) Koyu 

2- "Saz" kelimesinin par{;a i{;indeki anlaml agagldakilerden 
hangisidir? (1. satlr, 8. kelime) 
a) Bir {;egit tahta 
b) Bir {;egit {;algl aleti 
c) Bir {;egit boya 
d) Bir {;egit kamlg 

3- "Tiim" kelimesinin Zlt anlaml nedir? 
a) Hi{; biri 
b) Hepsi 
c) BaZlSl 
d) Bir ka{;l 

4- "Yiikleme" kelimesinin Zlt anlaml nedir? 
a) BOgaltma 
b) Ekleme 
c) Azaltma 
d) Yiikseltme 

5- "Aragtlrlllyordu" kelimesini hecelere aYlrlrsak nasll oluT 
a) Arag-tl-rl-ll-yor-du 
b) A-rag-tlr-l-ll-yor-du 
c) A-rag-tl-rl-ll-yor-du 
d- Arag-tlr-lll-yor-du 

6- "Rastlanllan" kelimesini hecelere aYlrlrsak nasll olur? 
a) Rast-Ian-l-Ian 
b) Ras-tlan-l-Ian 
c) Rast-Ia-nll-an 
d) Rast-Ia-nl-Ian 

7- Bir fiil olan "Onlemek" kelimesini lSlm haline nasll ge
tirebiliriz? 
a) Gnlemeli 
b) Gnlem 
c) Enge I 
d) Engellemek 
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8- Bir s~fat olan "kuru" ke1imesini fii1 ha1ine nas~l getire
bi1iriz? 
a) Kurumak 
b) Kuruca 
c) Kuruluk 
d) Kuru1u§ 

9- "Olanak" ke1imesinin e§ an1am~ a§ag~dakilerden hangisidir? 
a) Sec;enek 
b) 01anaks~z 
c) imkan 
d) imkans~z 

10- "Onceki" ke1imesinin e§ an1am~ a§ag~daki1erden hangisidir? 
a) Oteki 
b) Bir evve1ki 
c) Bir sonraki 
d) A1ttaki 

11- "RA" Eski M~s~r1~lar aras~nda ne an1ama ge1iyordu? 

12- Yap~lan ilk tekne neden batm~§t~? 

13- Gemi1erin batmas~n~ on1emek ic;in glinlimlizde nas~l bir c;a
reye ba§vuru1uyor? 

14- Teknenin yap~ld~g~ donemde bu c;6zum nic;in denenmedi? 

15- RA II ~c;~n nas~l bir 6n1em a1~nd~? 

16- Gunumliz tekno1ojisinin kulland~g~ madde ile RA IIIde kul
lan~lan maddenin ortak 6zel1ikleri nedir? 

17- Bilim adamlar~ yolcu1ugun yak1a§~k olarak ne kadar slire
cegini tahmin ediyorlard~? 

18- Tekneye nic;in fazla yiyecek ve ic;ecek al~nd~? 

19- Glinlerce suda yol acak1ar~na gore, nic;in ayr~ca gem~ye 
150 testi su a1d~lar? 

20- Eski devirlerde konserve nas~l yap~l~yordu? 
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APPENDIX G 
INFORMAL INDIVIDUAL READING INVENTORY 

KOPRU ALTI COCUKLARI 

Karanllk basml~tl. Onlerinden bircok gelip gecenler 

oluyor, elleri paketli kadlnlar, cantall erkekler bir taraftan 

bir tarafa gidip geliyorlar; baZllarl da iskele lizerinde va

pur vaktini bekleyerek dola~lyordu. Herkes bir ayak once eVl

ne kavu~mak icin acele ediyordu. 

Temiz giyinmi~ bir bey aglr adlmlarla uzaktan geliyor

duo Onlerinden geCti. Mehmet'in gozli birdenbire beyaz bir ~e

ye ili~ti. Kalktl aldl. Bir zarf, icinde lie yliz lira para 

var ..... 

Cocuklara: 

- Su giden bey paraslnl dli~lirdli; ko~up vereyim. 

Sonra ko~arak kalaballgln araSlna karl~tl. ihtiyar baYl gliC

llikle buldu. Ona: 

- BaYlm, onlimlizden gecerken paranlzl _dli~lirdlinliz, buyu

run, dedi. 



S~n~f 

Okunabi1ir1ik Puan~: 
Yone1tici Soru 
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i1koku1 3 
8.2149 
Mehmet yerde bir ~ey goruyor. Acaba bu 
gordligli ~eyi ne yap~yor? 

KOPRU ALTI COCUKLARI 

Karan1~k basm~~t~. On1erinden bir~ok ge1ip ge~en1er 
oluyor, e11eri paket1i kad~nlar, ~anta1~ erkek1er bir taraftan 
bir tarafa gidip geliyor1ar; baz~lar~ da iskele lizerinde va
pur vaktini bekleyerek dola~~yordu. Herkes bir ayak once evi
ne kavu§mak i~in ace1e ediyordu. 

Temiz giyinmi~ bir bey ag~r ad~m1ar1a uzaktan geliyor
duo Onlerinden ge~ti. Mehmet'in gozli birdenbire beyaz bir ~e
ye ili~ti. Ka1kt~ a1d~. Bir zarf, i~inde li~ yliz lira para 
var! ... 

Cocuklara: 

- gu giden bey, paras~n~ dli~lirdli; ko~up vereyim! 

Sonra ko~arak ka1abal~g~n aras~na kar~~t~. 

ihtiyar beyi gli~llik1e bu1du. Ona: 

- Bay~m, onlimlizden ge~erken paran~z~ dli~lirdlinliz, buyu
run! dedi. 

SORULAR 

1- 01ay gunun hangi saatlerinde ge~iyor? 
2- Etraf ni~in bu kadar ka1aba1~k? 
3- Herkes ni~in acele ediyor? 
4- Cocuk1ar~n on1erinden ge~en bey nas~l giyinmi~? 
5- Mehmet'in gozlinlin i1i§tigi zarf~n rengi ni~in onemli? 
6- Mehmet zarf~n i~inde ne buluyor? 
7- Zarf~ kim dli~lirmli~? 
8- Mehmet zarf~n kime ait oldugunu nas~l an1~yor? 
9- Mehmet'in davran~'~ nas~l bir harekettir? 

10- Bu par~ada an1at~lmak istenen nedir? 

Gok~en,Enver Naci. "Cocuk Edebiyat~m~z", istanbul: Remzi Ki
tapevi, 1980, sayfa 128. 
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AGDAKi KUSLAR 

AVC1n1n biri bir glin gal k1Y1s1nda bir yere ag1n1 ger

di. Cok ge~meden bir slirli ku§ yakalad1. Gelgelelim aga tak1-

ian ku§lar ayle ~oktu ki, hep birden u~arak ag1 da kendileri 

ile birlikte slirliklediler. Onlar u~tuk~a, ag da arkalar1 S1ra 

u~up gidiyordu. 

AVC1 durur mu, 0 da ba§lad1 ag1n ard1ndan var glicuyle 

ko§maya. 

Ku§lar1n u~tugunu, aVC1n1n da ha babam de babam ko§tu

gunu goren bir koylli: 

- Hay §a§k1n hay, dedi. Ko§uyorsun da ne oluyor sanki? 

Ku§lar havada u~uyor, sen yerde ko§uyorsun. Bu gidi§le onlara 

yeti§ecegini san1yorsan ak11na §a§ar1m •.. 



Sl.nl.f 
Okunabi1ir1ik Puanl.: 
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i1koku1 3 
8.3248 

Yone1tici Soru Avcl. ku§larl. nasl.1 yaka1amaya Ga1l.§l.yor? 

AGDAKi KUSLAR 

Avcl.nl.n biri bir gUn gol kl.Yl.sl.nda bir yere agl.nl. ger
die Cok ge~meden bir sUrU ku§ yaka1adl.. Ge1ge1e1im aga takl.-
1an ku§lar oy1e Goktu ki, hep birden uGarak agl. da kendi1eri 
i1e bir1ikte sUrUk1edi1er. On1ar uGtukGa, ag da arka1arl. Sl.ra 
UGUP gidiyordu. 

Avcl. durur mu, 0 da ba§ladl. agl.n ardl.ndan var gUcUy1e 
ko§maya. 

Ku§larl.n uGtugunu, aVCl.nl.n da ha babam de babam ko§tu
gunu goren bir koy1U: 

- Hay §a§kl.n hay, dedi. Ko§uyorsun da ne oluyor sanki? 
Ku§lar havada uGuyor, sen yerde ko§uyorsun. Bu gidi§le on1ara 
yeti§ecegini sanl.yorsan ak1l.na §a§arl.m ... 

SORULAR 

1- Avcl. agl.nl. nereye gerdi? 
2- Avcl. ne yaka1adl.? 
3- Ku§lar yaka1anl.nca ne yaptl.1ar? 
4- Ag niGin ku§lar1a bir1ikte sUrUk1eniyordu? 
5- Avcl. neyin pe§inde ko§uyordu? 
6- Avcl. yo1da kime rast1adl.? 
7- Koy1Uye gore, avcl. ku g 1ara yeti§ebi1ir miydi? NiGin? 
8- Koy1Uye gore avcl. nasl.1 biri? 
9- Sizce bir insan kogarak, havada uGan bir ku§un hl.zl.na 

u1a§abi1ir mi? 
10- Sizce yere geri1en ag1a ku§lar nasl.1 yaka1anl.r? 

Uyar1ama, 
istanbul: 

To1stoY,Leo. "Davu1un Sesi", Ceviren: 
Tomurcuk Matbaasl., 1980, Sayfa 33. 

Di1ek GokrD.en, 
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KOCOK TAHTA AT 

~ocuklar ~ok heyecan11yd1lar. Kasabalar1na bir sirkle, 

at11 kar1nca geliyordu. 

Tahta atlar!! .. Tahta atlar!! .. Ah! Parlak yeleleri, 

k1rm1Z1 kordonlarla slislenmi~ egerleri ile bu tahta atlar ne 

kadar glizeldiler! 

Bu tahta atlar1n ya~ant1s1 ger~ekten imrenilecek gibiy

die Blitlin i~leri mlizik e~liginde donmek, durmadan danmek ve 

s1rtlar1na binen ~ocuklar1 eglendirmekti. Bunun i~in 0 ~ehir 

senin, bu kasaba benim durmadan dola~1yorlard1. 

Ama bu atlardan biri hi~ de boyle dli~linmliyordu. Haya

t1ndan memnun degildi. ~ok s1k111yordu. Ayn1 mlizik par~aS1na 

uyarak donmekten ve s1rt1nda ta~1d1g1 ~ocuklar1 eglendirmek

ten b1km1~t1 art1k. Uzan1p giden yollarda dart nala ko~mak, 

s1rt1nda ger~ek atlar gibi, bliylik insanlar1 ta~1mak istiyordu. 



S1n1f 
Okunabilirlik Puan1: 
Yoneltiei Soru 
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4 
8.6529 
Bu hikayede tahta at1n bir sorunu vard1r, 
baka11m neymi§? .. 

KUCUK TAHTA AT 

Coeuklar ~ok heyeean11yd1lar. Kasabalar1na bir sirkle, 
at11 kar1nea geliyordu. 

Tahta atlar! ! .. Tahta atlar! ! .. Ah! Parlak yeleleri, 
k1rm1Z1 kordonlarla slislenmi§ egerleri ile bu tahta atlar ne 
kadar glizeldiler! 

Bu tahta atlar1n ya§ant1s1 ger~ekten imrenileeek gibiy
die Blitlin i§leri mlizik e§liginde donmek, durmadan donmek ve 
s1rtlar1na binen ~oeuklar1 eglendirmekti. Bunun i~in 0 §ehir 
sen1n, bu kasaba benim durmadan dola§1yorlard1. 

Ama bu atlardan biri hi~ de boyle dli§linmliyordu. Haya
t1ndan memnun degildi. Cok s1k1l1yordu. Ayn1 mlizik par~aS1na 
uyarak donmekten ve s1rt1nda ta§1d1g1 ~oeuklar1 eglendirmek
ten b1km1§t1 art1k. Uzan1p giden yollarda dort nala ko§mak, 
s1rt1nda ger~ek atlar gibi, bliylik insanlar1 ta§1mak istiyordu. 

SORULAR 

1- Coeuklar ni~in heyeeanlanm1§lard1? 
2- Yazar tahta atlar1 ni~in glizel buluyor? 
3- Tahta atlar1n ne renk kordonlar1 vard1? 
4- Tahta atlar ne i§ yapard1? 
5- Sirk sadeee par~ada sozli edilen kasabada m1 kuruluyordu? 
6- Tahta atlar hayatlar1ndan memnun muydular? 
7- Sizee par~adaki tahta at ayn1 mlizik par~aS1 ile donmekten, 

~oeuklar1 eglendirmekten ni~in S1k1lm1§t1? 
8- Atlar ylikleri nerelerinde ta§1rlar? 
9- At11 kar1nea nedir? 

10- Ger~ek at ile tahta at aras1nda ne fark vard1r? 

Uyarlama: Bonzon, Paul-Jaekgues. "Gline§ H1rS1Z1 AY1~' 
Ceviren: Belli degil. Ankara: Kurtulu§ YaY1nlar1, 
1977, sayfa 39-40. 
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BALiNALAR 

Bir slire susup dalgalara bakt~k. 

- Kaptan, dedim. Nereye gidiyoruz? 

- Balina bulmaya. 

- Nerede bulacag~m~z~ biliyor musunuz? 

Denizler engindir, Yunus. Ama onlar~n da karalar g~

bi yollar~, sokaklar~, caddeleri vard~r. Sen evden okula, 

okuldan eve giderken belirli sokaklardan ge~iyorsun, degil mi? 

Denizdeki canl~lar da belirli yollardan ge~erler hep. Balina

n~n ge~ecegi yollar~ biliyorum. 

- Balinalar y~rt~c~ m~d~r, Kaptan? 

- Hay~r, Yunus. Kendilerine kotlillik etmeyene dokunmaz-

lar bile ... Baz~ tlirleri tehlikeli say~labilir. Ama bak, sana 

bir gey soyliyeyim: Y~llard~r deniz diplerini aragt~r~yoruz. 

Bu arada ylizlerce balina ile karg~lagt~k, hie biri bize en 

ufak bir kotlillik etmedi. Ama biz insanlar onlara kotlillik edi-

yoruz. 

- Nas~l, diye sordum. 

- Onlar~ avl~yarak, dedi Kaptan. Balina avc~lar~ yli-

zlinden bu deniz devlerinin say~s~ 0 kadar azald~ ki ... 
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S~n~f 

Okunabilirlik Puan~: 
4 
8.7969 

Yoneltici Soru Balina tehlikeli bir hayvan m~d~r? .. 

BALiNALAR 

Bir slire susup dalgalara bakt~k. 
Kaptan, dedim. Nereye gidiyoruz? 

- Balina bulmaya. 
- Nerede bulacag~m~z~ biliyor musunuz? 
- Denizler engindir, Yunus. Ama onlar~n da karalar g~-

bi yollar~, sokaklar~, caddeleri vard~r. Sen evden okula, 
okuldan eve giderken belirli sokaklardan geciyorsun, degil mi? 
Denizdeki canl~lar da belirli sokaklardan gecerler hep. Balina
n~n gececegi yollar~ biliyorum. 

- Balinalar y~rt~c~ m~d~r, Raptan? 
~ Hay~r, Yunus. Kendilerine kotlillik etmeyene dokunmaz

lar bile ... Baz~ tlirleri tehlikeli say~labilir. Aragt~r~yoruz. 
Bu arada ylizlerce balina ile karg~lagt~k, hie biri bize en 
ufak bir kotlillik etmedi. Ama biz insanlar onlara kotlillik edi
yoruz. 

- Nas~l, diye sordum. 
Onlar~ avl~yarak, dedi Kaptan. Balina avc~lar~ yli

zlinden bu deniz devlerinin say~s~ 0 kadar azald~ ki .•. 

SORULAR 

1- Yunus nereye gidiyordu? 
2- Yunus balinalar~n nerede olduklar~n~ biliyor muydu? 
3- Kaptana gore denizdeki canl~lar ile insanlar aras~nda ne 

gibi bir benzerlik vard~r? 
4- Balinalar~n gececegi yolu kim biliyordu? 
5- Balinalar y~rt~c~ hayvanlar m~d~r? 
6- Balinalar kendilerine kotlillik etmeyen insanlara sald~r~r-, 

lar m~? 
7- Kaptana gore kotlillik yapan kimdir? 
8- Balinalar say~ olarak neden azalm~glard~r? 
9- Sizce Kaptan avc~ m~d~r? 

10- Sizce Kaptan~n ylizlerce balina ile karg~lagabilmesi icin 
ne igle ugrag~yor olmas~ laz~md~r? 

Milliyet Cocuk Dergisi, 20 Subat 1984, Say~ 8, Sayfa l4'den 
al~nm~gt~r. 
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UCAK YOLCULUGU 

Alan~ ilk defa gorliyordum. Bliylik bir binas~ vard~. Bu 

binan~n geni g yolcu salonuna girdik. 

Karg~m~zda dlimdliz meydan, u~aklarla doluydu. Buradan 

ayr~lan bir~ok yollar uzaklara dogru gidiyordu. Bunlara 

"pistil denirmi g . U~ak, once pistin lizerinde ylirlir ylirlir, oyle 

kalkarm~g . 

U~aklar~n kimi ~n~yor, kimi kalk~yor, kimi de duruyor

duo Her biri kocaman bir ~ekirgeyi and~r~yordu. Meydanda do

lagan ig~iler bunlar~n yan~nda 0 kadar kli~lik kal~yorlard~ ki ... 

Salonun hoparlorli de durmadan ~al~g~yordu: 

- Filan u~ak geldi ... Filan u~ak beg dakika sonra kal

kacak. Falan yolcuyu telefona istiyorlar ... 

Derken bizi de ~ag~rd~lar. Meydana indik. Yan taraf~na 

merdiven dayal~ dev bir u~aga dogru ylirlidlik. Basamaklar~ ~~

karken heyecan~ID artm~gt~. Kap~da mavi elbiseli bir bayan bi-

zi gliler ylizle karg~lad~. Gnun glillimsedigini gorlince rahatlad~m. 



Sl.nl.f 
Okunabilirlik Puanl.: 
Yoneltici Soru 
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5 
8.9477 
Hikayedeki cocuk yolculugunu neyle yapl.
yor? •• 

UCAK YOLCULUGU 

Alanl. ilk defa gorliyordurn. Bliylik bir binasl. vardl.. Bu 
binanl.n geni~ yolcu salonuna girdik. 

Kar~l.rnl.zda dlirndliz rneydan, ucaklarla doluydu. Buradan 
ayrl.lan bircok yollar uzaklara dogru gidiyordu. Bunlara 
"pist" denirrni~. Ucak, once pistin lizerinde ylirlir ylirlir, oyle 
kalkarrnl.§ • 

Ucaklarl.n kirni iniyor, kirni kalkl.yor, kimi de duruyor
duo Her biri kocarnan bir cekirgeyi andl.rl.yordu. Meydanda do
la~an i~ciler bunlarl.n yanl.nda 0 kadar kliclik kall.yorlardl. ki ... 

Salonun hoparlorli de durrnadan call.~l.yordu: 

- Filan ucak geldi ... Filan ucak be~ dakika sonra kal
kacak. Falan yolcuyu telefona istiyorlar. 

Derken bizi de cagl.rdl.lar. Meydana indik. Yan tarafl.na 
rnerdiven dayall. dev bir ucaga dogru ylirlidlik. Basarnaklarl. Cl.
karken heyecanl.rn artrnl.~tl.. Kapl.da rnavi elbiseli bir 1ayan bi
zi gliler ylizle kar~l.ladl.. Onun glillirnsedigini gorlince rahatla
dlrn. 

SORULAR 

1- Ucaklarln kalklp indigi yere ne deni r ? 
2- Yolcular ucaga binrneden once nerede beklerler? 
3- Dlirndliz rneydanda neler vardl? 
4- Alandan bircok yollar ayrlllyordu. Acaba bu yollar, ne 

icin kullanl.llyordu? 
5- Ucak nicin once pistin lizerinde ylirliyor, sonra havalanlyor? 
6- Hikayeyi anlatan cocuk ucaklarl. neye benzetiyor? 
7- Alanda bekleyen ucaklar ve yolculardan ba~ka kirnler vardl.? 
8- Ucaklarln geli~ ve gidi~leri ile ilgili bilgiler yolculara 

nasll veriliyordu? 
9- Hikayeyi anlatan cocuk ucagl.n basarnaklarlnl. clkarken nicin 

heyecanlanl.yordu? 
10- Glillirnserne insanl nidn rahatlatlr? 

Gok~en,Enver Naci. "Cocuk Edebiyatlrnl.Z". istanbul: Rernzi 
Kitabevi, 1980, sayfa 190. 
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YUNUS DENizDE 

Geceyi gemide gecirdim. Gemidekilerin hepsiyle arkada§ 

oldum. Karde§im Ay§e'yi, s~n~f~m~, televizyonda izledigim 

programlar~ anlatt~m onlara. Ad~m~n anlam~n~ sordular; ogre

nince de pek keyiflendiler. 

- Meger sen~n denizle ilgin dogu§tan ba§l~yormu§, dedi-

ler. 

Onlar da yunuslar~ anlatt~lar bana. insanlarla oyna

yan, gelip onlar~ g~d~klayan, kar~nlar~n~ ok§ayan yunuslar~ 

anlatt~lar. Sevimli ahtapotlar~ anlatt~lar. Sular~n icinde 

gumu§ denizalt~lar gibi suzulen kopekbal~klar~n~, 0 kayal~k

larda ya§ayan garip yarat~klar~ anlatt~lar. Agz~m ac~k, bu

yulenmi§ gibi dinledim ... Sevincden, co§kudan sabaha kadar da 

uyuyamad~m. Erkenden kalk~p guverteye f~rlad~m. 

Biraz otede dev bir balina gordum. 

- Kaptan, diye bag~rd~m. Kaptan!! .. Balina var! 

Sanki "Balina var!" diye degil de, "Yang~n var!" diye 

bag~rm~§~m. Gemide kim varsa bir an icinde yan~mda bitti. 



S~n~f 

Okunabilirlik Puan~: 
Yoneltici Soru 
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5 
9.2057 
Yunus'un gemide gordugu neydi? .. 

YUNUS DENizDE 

Geceyi gemide geGirdim. Gemidekilern hepsiyle arkada§ 
oldum. Karde§im Ay§e'yi, s~n~flm~, televizyonda izledigim 
programlar~ anlattlm onlara. Adlm~n anlam~n~ sordular; ogre
n~nce de pek keyiflendiler. 

- Meger senin denizle ilgin dogu§tan basllyormu§, dedi-
ler. 

Onlar da yunuslar~ anlatt~lar bana. insanlarla oyna
yan, gelip onlar~ g~d~klayan, kar~nlar~n~ ok§ayan yunuslar~ 
anlatt~lar. Sevimli ahtapotlar~ anlatt~lar. Sularln iGinde 
gumu§ denizalt~lar gibi suzulen kopekballklar~n~, 0 kayal~k
larda ya§ayan garip yarat~klarl anlatt~lar. Agz~m aG~k, bu
yulenmi§ gibi dinledim ... SevinGden, co§kudan sabaha kadar da 
uyuyamad~m. Erkenden kalk~p guverteye flrlad~m. 

Biraz otede dev bir balina gordum. 

- Kaptan, diye baglrd~m. Kaptan!! .. Balina var! 

Sanki "Balina var!" diye degil de, "Yangln var!" diye 
bag~rm~§lm; Gemide kim varsa bir an iGinde yanlmda bitti. 

SORULAR 

1- Hikaye nerede geGmektedir? 
2- Yunus adl ne anlama gelmektedir? 
3- Denizciler niGin keyiflenmi§lerdir? 
4- Yunus'un anlatt~klar~ ile denizcilerin anlatt~klarl konu

lar aras~nda ne gibi bir fark vard~r? 
5- ParGada ad~ geGen ve insanlardan kaGmayan deniz hayvan~ 

hangisidir? 
6- Denizciler kopekbal~klar~nl neye benzetiyorlardl? 
7- Yunus niGin erkenden kalkt~? 
8- Guverte geminin neresidir? 
9- Yunus guvertede niGin heyecanland~? 

10- Yunus'un Gok heyecanlandlg1nl en iyi hangi cumle anlat~
yor? 

Milliyet Cocuk Dergisi, 20 Subat 1984, Say~ 8, Sayfa 14'den 
al~nmlst~r. 
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CEVREMiz VE Biz 

Ben izmit'liyim. ilkokuldayd~m 0 zamanlar. Dersimizin 

konusu ne olursa olsun, arkada§larla hep cevre sorunIar~n~ 

tart~§~rd~k. Akl~m~zca cozlimler bulurduk. 

Bir kere denizi kirliydi izmit'in. Biliriz, denizde 

koplik beyaz olur. Nerdee •.• Burada koplik kahverengidir. Cop 

doludur deniz. Sahilde gazinoya gittiniz m~ p~§man olursunuz. 

Sinekler li§li§lir listlinlize. Kokular da cabas~ ... 

izmit'te her glin ayr~ bir semtte pazar kurulur. Pazar 

bitince gorlin siz 0 semtin haIini ... CopIer, sebzeIer, meyva-

lar, kag~tIar ... ve de sinekler ... Her sat~c~ art~g~n~ ortaya 

b~rak~r. Mahalleli de 0 zaman coplinli sokaga dokliverir. 

- Atmay~n, deseniz, 

- Aman sen de, herkes dokliyor da ben m~ dokmeyeyim? 

derler. Hem dokersem ne olur? 

Ne olmaz ki ... Herkes boyle dli§linmese, kimse dokmese 

coplinli sokaga. 0 zaman blitlin kent coplerden ar~nm~§ olurdu. 

S~ra geldi fabrikalara. Onlar da bir ba§ka sorun. Cogu 

§ehrin icinde. DumanIar~ hemen cigerlere giriyor. Su bacaIar~ 

biraz daha uzun yap~p uclar~na da slizgecler taksalar ya ... 

Ya da kentin iyice d~§~na koysunlar fabrikalar~ ... Bir yasa 

c~kmal~ (Belki de vard~r boyle bir yasa). Denizi, havay~, 

cevrey~ kirleten fabrikalar kapat~lmal~d~r, diye. 
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6 
9.7183 
Bu yazar ~evresindeki nelerden gikayet 
ediyor? 

CEVREMiz VE Biz 

Ben izmit'liyim. ilkokuldayd1m 0 zamanlar. Dersimizin 
konusu ne olursa olsun, arkadaglarla hep ~evre sorunlar1n1 
tart1g1rd1k. Ak11m1zca c15zlimler bulurduk. 

Bir kere denizi kirliydi izmit'in. Biliriz, denizde 
k15plik beyaz olur. Nerdee .•. Burada k15plik kahverengidir. Cap 
doludur deniz. Sahilde gazinoya gittiniz mi pigman olursunuz. 
Sinekler ligliglir listlinlize. Kokular da cabas1 ... 

izmit'te her glin ayr1 bir semtte pazar kurulur. Pazar 
bitince g15rlin siz 0 semtin halini ... C15pler, sebzeler, meyva
lar, kag1tlar ... ve de sinekler .•. Her sat1c1 art1g1n1 ortaya 
b1rak1r. Mahalleli de 0 zaman ~15plinli sokaga d15kliverir. 

- AtmaY1n, deseniz, 

- Aman sen de, herkes d15kliyor da ben m1 d15kmeyeyim? 
derler. Hem d15kersem ne olur? 

Ne olmaz ki ... Herkes b15yle dliglinmese, kimse d15kmese 
c15plinli sokaga. 0 zaman blitlin kent ~15plerden ar1nm1g olurdu. 

S1ra geldi fabrikalara. Onlar da bir bagka sorun. Cogu 
gehrin icinde. Dumanlar1 hemen cigerlere giriyor. Su bacalar1 
biraz daha uzun yap1p uclar1na da slizgecler taksalar ya ... 
Ya da kent in iyice d1g1na koysunlar fabrikalar1 ... Bir yasa 
C1kma11 (Belki de vard1r b15yle bir yasa). Denizi, havaY1, 
cevreyi kirleten fabrikalar kapat1lma11d1r, diye. 

SORULAR 

1- Yazara g15re izmit'in denizi nas1ld1r? 
2 - Den i z ink a p li k 1 e r i ne r en k t i r ? 
3- izmit'te bir gazinoya gitmek zevkli bir gey midir? Neden?" 

(Bornova11, 1981, p.88) 
4- izmit'te pazar ne zaman, nerede kurulur? 
5- izmit'in pisliginin belirtileri nelerdir? 
6- Bir yere pazar kurulmas1n1n iyi ve k15tli yanlar1 neler-

dir? 
7- Fabrikalar1n cogu, izmit'in neresindedir? 
8- Fabrika bacalar1n1n uzunlugu nas1ld1r? 
9- Fabrika bacalar1n1n ucuna tak1lan slizgecler, S1zce ne ige 

yarar? 
10- Fabrikalardan ~1kan duman nicin zarar11d1r? 

Bornova11,Nevin, "An Instrument to Assess Reading Levels of 
Turkish Primary School Children. An Informal Reading Inventory" 
YaY1nlanmam1g Master Tezi, BogaziCi Universitesi, istanbul, 
1981, sayfa 87'den a11nmlgt1r. 
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ctMRi ADAM 

Zengin, zengin oldugu kadar da cimri bir adam vard~. 

Cimriligi her tarafta konu§ulurdu. Bir glin bu adam camiye git

tie Namazdayken akl~na birdenbire: (Acaba evde kandili son

dlirdlim mli?) diye bir ku§ku geldi. Hemen evine ko§arak, kap~y~ 

~ald~. i~eriden ses veren hizmet~iye: 

- Sak~n kap~y~ a~ma ..• Sozlerime kulak ver. Odada kan

dil yan~yorsa, hemen sondlir. Kandilin yag~ tlikenmesin. diye 

emretti. 

Hizmet~i: 

- Peki, kandili sondlireyim ama, kap~y~ neden a~m~yay~m? 

Cimri: 

- Kap~n~n tokmag~ a§~nmas~n, dedi. 

Hizmet~i: 

- Glizel ... Kap~y~ da a~m~yay~m. Ama sen camiden eve 

kadar yilrlimekle pabu~lar~n~n eskiyecegini dliglinmedin mi? 

Cimri adam bunun da cevab~n~ verdi: 

- Dliglinmez olurmuyum hi~ .•• Elbette dli§lindlim. Buraya 

kadar ~~plak ayakla geldim. Pabu~lar~m koltugumun alt~nda. 
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S1n1f 
Okunabilirlik Puan1: 

6 
9.7035 

Yoneltici Soru Tasarruf yapan herkes cimri midir? Cimri 
kime denir? 

ClMRl ADAM 

Zengin, zengin oldugu kadar da cimri bir adam vard1. 
Cimriligi her tarafta konu§ulurdu. Bir gun bu adam camiye git
tie Namazdayken ak11na birdenbire: (Acaba evde kandili son
durdum mu?) diye bir ku§ku geldi. Hemen evine ko§arak, kap1Y1 
~ald1. i~eriden ses veren hizmet~iye: 

- Sak1n kap1Y1 a~ma ... Sozlerime kulak ver. Odada kan
dil yan1yorsa, hemen sondur. Kandilin yag1 tukenmesin, diye 
emretti. 

Hizmet~i: 
- Peki, kandili sondureyim ama, kap1Y1 neden a~m1yaY1m? 
Cimri: 
- Kap1n1n tokmag1 a§1nmaS1n, dedi. 
Hizmet~i: 
- Glizel ..• Kap1Y1 da a~m1yay1m. Ama sen camiden eve 

kadar yurumekle pabu~lar1n1n eskiyecegini du§unmedin mi? 
Cimri adam bunun da cevab1n1 verdi: 
- Du§unmez olurmuyum hi~ ... Elbette du§undum. Buraya 

.kadar ~1plak ayakla geldim. Pabu~lar1m koltugumun alt1nda. 

SORULAR 

1- Oykudeki adamdan, ni~in herkes soz edermi§! 
2- Bir gun namazdayken adam1n ak11na ne geldi? 
3- Kandil ne ile yanar? 
4- Hizmet~iye kap1Y1 ni~in a~mamaS1n1 soyledi? 
5- Adam, eve nas1l donmu§? 
6- Adam, ni~in pabu~lar1n1 koltugunun alt1na alm1§? 
7- Adam1n davran1§lar1ndan hangisi daha akla yak1nd1r? 
8- Ni~in? 
9- Tasarruf yapan herkes cimri midir? 

10- Cimri kime denir? 

Bornova11,Nevin, "An Instrument to Assess Reading Levels of 
Turkish Primary School Children. An Informal Reading Inventory" 
YaY1nlanmam1§ Master Tezi, Bogazi~i Universitesi, istanbul, 
1981, sayfa 85'den a11nm1§t1r. 
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YUNUSlAR DA SARKI SOYlER 

Deniz dibi hayvanlar~n~n seslerini teybe alma ~al~§ma

lar~ s~ras~nda, Profes5r, yard~mc~s~na bir erkek yunusa kuv

vetle seslenmesini istemi§. Yard~mc~, cam bir tank~n i~inde 

oldugu halde tlim glicliyle yunusa bag~rm~§. Yunus buna 0 kadar 

§iddetli bir sesle kar§~l~k vermi§ ki, zavall~ yard~mc~ kulak

l1klar~nL fLrlat~p atmak zorunda kalm~§ ve daha sonra kulak

lar~ndaki agr~lardan yak~nm~§. Yard~mc~n~n sesleni§ine ~ok 

sinirlenen yunus, vlicudunu kamburla§t~rarak k~zg~nl~g~n~ g5s

termi§. Yunuslar~n sesleri son derece gli~llidlir. Oyle ki bu 

sesin etkisiyle yak~n~ndaki bir ku§un 5llimline neden olabilir. 

Yine bir ba§ka bal~g~n ~~kard~g~ ses, kilometrelerce 

5teden duyulabildigi gibi, kopekbal~klar~n~n sesleri de ~ok 

uzaklardan gelen karma§~k ve bliylileyici glizellikte melodiler

dir sanki. Ne yaz~k ki bu glizel §ark~lar~ denizciler duyam~

yore Clinkli insanoglunda bu sesleri duyabilecek nitelikte ku

lak yoke 
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7 
9.8930 
Denizde yaeayan hayvanlar nas1l konueu
yorlar? 

YUNUSlAR DA SARKI SOYlER 

Deniz dibi hayvanlar1n1n seslerini teybe alma ~a11ema
lar1 s1ras1nda, Profesor, yard1mc1s1na bir erkek yunusa kuv
vetle seslenmesini istemie. Yard1mc1, cam bir tank1n i~inde 
oldugu halde tlim glicliyle yunusa bag1rm1e. Yunus buna 0 kadar 
eiddetli bir sesle kare1l1k vermie ki, zaval11 yard1mc1 kulak
l1klar1n1 f1rlat1p atmak zorunda kalm1e ve daha sonra kulak
lar1ndaki agr1lardan yak1nm1e. Yard1mc1n1n seslenieine ~ok 
sinirlenen yunus, vlicudunu kamburlaet1rarak k1zg1n11g1n1 gos
termie. Yunuslar1n sesleri son derece gli~llidlir. Oyle ki bu 
seS1n etkisiyle yak1n1ndaki bir kueun ollimline neden olabilir. 

Yine bir baeka ba11g1n ~1kard1g1 ses, kilometrelerce 
oteden duyulabildigi gibi, kopekba11klar1n1n sesleri de ~ok 
uzaklardan gelen karmae1k ve bliylileyici glizellikte melodiler
dir sanki. Ne yaz1k ki bu glizel eark1lar1 denizciler duyam1-
yore Clinkli insanoglunda bu sesleri duyabilecek nitelikte ku
lak yoke 

SORULAR 

1- Hayvan sesleri, deniz dibinde nereye kayde~i1iyordu? 
2- Profesor, yard1mc1s1ndan ne istemieti? 
3- Yard1mc1, ni~in camdan yap11m1e bir tank1n i~inde bu1unu-

yordu? 
4- Yard1mc1, yunusa nas11 bag1rd1? 
5- Acaba, yunus ni~in 0 kadar eiddet1i cevap verdi? 
6- Yard1mc1, yunusun sesini duymak i~in ne kullan1yordu? 
7- Yunus, k1zg1n11g1n1 nas1l gosterdi? 
8- insanoglu, deniz dibinde yaeayan hayvanlar1n seslerini, 

sizce ni~in duyam1yor? 
9- Acaba deniz dibinde yaeayan hayvanlar birbirlerini duyabi

liyorlar m1? 
10- Acaba hayvanlar, sadece an1ams1z sesler mi ~1kar1yor1ar? 

Mil1iyet Cocuk Dergisi, 23 Ocak 1984, SaY1 4, Sayfa 46'dan 
a11nm1et1r. 
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GEMILERiN OYKUSU 

Gemilerin aykusu cok eski caglarda baglar. ilk cag lar-

da insanlar agac kutuklerini kullanarak nehirleri geciyorlar

d1. Bugun modern gereclerle donat1lm1g gemiler okyanuslar1 

ag1yorlar. Bir futbol alan1n1n uC misli buyuklugundeki tanker

ler milyonlarca ton petrol tag1yor. Atom denizalt1lar1 suyun 

yuzune C1kmadan dunyaY1 dolagabiliyorlar. 

ilk gemi resimleri M1s1r'da yap1lmaya ba g land1. M1S1r

l1lar magara duvarlar1na, yapt1klar1 gemilerin resimlerini 

cizerlerdi. 

Yunan11lar ve Roma11lar kurekle ilerleyen gemiler yap

t1lar. Bunlar1n burnunda koC bag1na benzeyen susler vard1. Ku

rekleri de esirler cekerlerdi. 

Orta cagda kliregin yerini yelken ald1. insanlar uzak 

yerlere yelkenli gemilerle geziler yapmaya ba glad1. 

Sonra buhar makinesi bulundu. 

m1na ba g land1. Ama yelken unutulmad1. 

yelken kullan1yordu. 

Buhar11 gemilerin yap1-

ilk buhar11 gemiler de 

Gemi yap1m1 ilerleyince, daha dayan1k11 tekneler yap1l

d1. Gemiler en son yenilikleri iceren modern gereclerle dona

t1ld1. Bugun insanlar buhar11 gemileri kullanm1yorlar. Onla

r1n yer1n1 petrol ve atom enerjisiyle igleyen gemiler ald1. 

Bu gemiler dunyan1n dart bir yan1nda dolag1yorlar. 
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7 
9.8790 
Tarihte ne tlir gemiler kullanllmlstlr? 

GEMiLERiN OYKUSU 

Gemilerin ayklisli'~ok eski ~aglarda baslar. ilk ~aglar
da insanlar aga~ klitliklerini kullanarak nehirleri ge~iyorlar
dl. Buglin modern gere~lerle donatllmlS gemiler okyanuslarl 
aSlyorlar. Bir futbol alanlnln liC misli bliyliklliglindeki tanker
ler milyonlarca ton petrol taSlyor. Atom denizaltllarl suyun 
ylizline ~lkmadan dlinyaYl dolasabiliyorlar. 

ilk gemi resimleri Mlslr'da yapllmaya baslandl. M1Slr
lllar magara duvarlarlna, yaptlklarl gemilerin resimlerini 
~izerlerdi. 

Yunanillar ve Romaillar klirekle ilerleyen gemiler yap
tllar. Bunlarln burnunda ko~ baSlna benzeyen slisler vardl. Kli
rekleri de esirler ~ekerlerdi. 

Orta ~agda kliregin yerini yelken aldl. insanlar uzak 
yerlere yelkenli gemilerle geziler yapmaya basladl. 

Sonra buhar makinesi bulundu. Buharll gemilerin yapl
mlna baslandl. Ama yelken unutulmadl. ilk buharll gemiler de 

. yelken kullanlyordu. 

Gemi yaplml ilerleyince, daha dayanlkll tekneler yapll
dl. Gemiler en son yenilikleri i~eren modern gere~lerle dona
tlldl. Buglin insanlar buharll gemileri kullanmlyorlar. Onla
rln yerlnl petrol ve atom enerjisiyle isleyen gemiler aldl. 
Bu gemiler dlinyanln dart bir yanlnda dolaSlyorlar. 

SORULAR 

1- ilk~aglarda insanlar nehirlerden ge~mek i~in ne kullanlr-
larmlS? 

2- ilk gemi resmi nerede yapllmlS? 
3- Tarihte ilk gemiler neyle hareket ederdi? 
4- Bu gemilerin baslarlndaki slisler neye benzerdi? 
5- Orta ~agdaki gemiler neyle hareket ederdi? 
6- Buhar makinesi bulununca ne oldu? 
7- Buharll gemiler, yelkenlilerden sizce ne baklmdan daha lis

tlindli? 
8- Sizce ilk buharll gemiler, neden yelken de kullanlyorlardl? 
9- Buglinlin gemilerini isleten gli~, eski ~aglarda kullanllan 

gli~lere oranla naslldlr? 
10- Modern gemilerden biri de denizaltl1ardlr. Geminin denizin 

altlna inebilmesinin yararlarl sizce nedir? 

Bornovall,Nevin, "An Instrument to Assess Reasidgn Levels of 
Turkish Primary School Children. An Informal Reading Inventory" 
YaYlnlanmamlS Master Tezi, Istanbul, 1981, sayfa 90'dan alln
mlstlr. 
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APPENDIX H 
RULES FOR ERROR COUNT I NG 

a) If a student makes more than one type of error, on the same 
word, all these errors together count as one error. 

b) If a student corrects his/her own error, it is still counted 
as error, since it is assumed that self-corrections 
decrease the rate of reading. 

c) If a student omits more than one word, consecutively, this 
counts as one error. 

d) If a student adds more that one word, consecutively, 
this counts as one error. 

e) If a proper name or a difficult word appears in a selection 
more than once, and if~a student mispronounces then every 
time they appear in the text, this is also count as one 
error. It is assumed that words with more than four 
syllables are considered difficult words. If the word is a 
simple'one, errors count separately each time they occur 
within the same text. 
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APPENDIX I 
THE DATA RECEIVED FROM THE TOTAL GROUP J 

EXCLUDING THE ORPHANAGE STUDENTS 
(N=228) 

Group Reading Turkish Math 
Participants Inventory Scores GPA Average Average 

1 19 6,37 7,5 6,5 

2 16 7,25 8 6 

3 16 4,22 4 1,5 

4 20 8,03 8,5 8 

5 19 7,63 8 7 

6 16 5,63 4,5 7 

7 18 6,48 7 ,5 6 

8 17 5,88 6,5 4,5 

9 15 5,55 6 4,5 

10 17 5,38 7 3 

11 14,5 6,77 7,5 6 

12 17 8,83 9 9,5 

13 14 6,02 7 5,5 

14 20 7,07 7,5 8 

15 19 9,72 9,_5 10 

16 17 8,78 9 9,5 

17 14 5,02 5 3,5 

18 15 5,13 5,5 4,5 

19 12,5 4,62 5 4 

20 12,5 4,97 5,5 2,5 

21 18 6,38 6,5 5,5 

22 13 8,89 8 8,5 

23 19 8,30 7 8 

24 12 5,70 5,5 4,5 

25 16 4,65 4 4,5 

26 17 8,83 7,5 9 

27 15 5,24 6 3,5 

28 17 8,42 8,5 9,5 

29 10 6,37 6 7,5 
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Group Reading Turkish Math 
Participants Inventory Scores GPA Average Average 

30 14 6,32 5,5 5,5 

31 19 9,28 9,5 9 

32 16 5,33 6 5 

33 19 6,68 7 7 

34 20 8,45 8 10 

35 17 6,00 6 6,5 

36 17 4,76 6 3,5 

37 10 4,25 3 3 

38 14 3,97 2 2 

39 18 4,97 5 5 

40 17 4,98 4,5 3 

41 11 5,29 6 3,5 

42 '9 5,57 3 4 

43 20 4,77 6 5,5 

44 17 4,97 5,5 4,5 

45 13 4,54 5,5 3,5 

46 17 7,69 7 7 ,5 

47 17 4,18 4 3 

48 13 4,00 4 3 

49 16 4,80 6 3 

50 16 6,00 5,5 5 

51 17 6,07 5,5 4 

52 19 6,60 6,5 5,5 

53 15 7,35 7 6,5 

54 18 5,74 6,5 5 

55 17 6,03 6,5 5 

56 17 5,73 5 5 

57 16 5,60 5,5 4 

58 17 6,28 5,5 5 

59 15 4,83 4 1,5 

" 
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Group Reading Turkish Math 
Participants Inventory Scores GPA -- Average Average 

6O 19 9,75 9,5 10 

61 17 5,97 5 5 

62 14 5,47 4,5 4,5 

63 14 4,98 4 3 

64 15,5 8,95 8,5 9 

65 13 5,53 5,5 4 

66 18 5,45 4,5 4,5 

67 15 5,90 7 4,5 

68 19 5,08 6 4 

69 18 7,28 6,5 6 

70 17 7,57 7 7 

71 11 5,57 5 4,5 

72 12 5,42 5 5 

73 17 7,00 5,5 6 

74 12 5,13 5 4,5 

75 16 6,33 5,5 5 

76 19 9,,15 8,5 10 

77 13 5,62 5,5 5 

78 18 8,40 8 8 

79 15 7,81 7 8,5 

80 16 4,95 5 3,5 

81 19 5,55 6,5 4 

82 14 3,90 3,5 3,5 

83 15 4,25 4,5 2,5 

84 12 4,82 5 3 

85 14 4,74 4,5 4 

86 18 7,96 6,5 8 

87 17 4,61 4,5 3 ,5 

88 14 5,39 6 5 

89 17 5,13 3 5,5 

90 18 7,85 9 8,5 

91 18 7,05 6 8,5 

92 13 6,85 7 6,5 

93 14 5,62 5 5,5 
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Group Reading Turkish Math 
Participants Inventory Scores GPA Average Average 

94 12 5,35 4,5 4 

95 17 6,68 6,5 7 

96 17 4,99 4 4,5 

97 15 7,03 7 7 

98 "9 5,42 5 5,5 

99 15 5,08 4,5 6 

100 14 5,82 5 4,5 

101 13 6,78 6,5 6,5 

102 13 5,10 5,5 4 

103 16 5,22 5 5,5 

104 20 5,85 5 5,5 

105 10,5 5,17 4 5 

106 15 6,10 6 7 

107 13 5,98 4,5 6 

108 14 4,95 4,5 5 

109 17 5,92 6 7 

110 19 7;02 7 7 ,5 

III 18 6,57 6 7 

112 9 4,82 5 4 

113 16 7,02 6,5 8 

114 12 4,88 5 4,5 

115 17 6,08 5,5 7 

116 13 4,77 4,5 2 

117 16 7,77 7 9 

118 19 7,32 7 ,5 7,5 

119 17 7,32 6,5 7 ,5 

120 18 6,38 5,5 6,5 

121 10 4,57 3,5 4 

122 16 5,28 5 5 

123 15 6,00 5 5 

124 19 7,53 7 6,5 

125 16 6,05 6 6 

126 18 5,15 4,5 5 

127 15 4,95 5 4,5 
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Group Reading Turkish Math 
Participants Inventory Scores GPA Average Average 

128 18 7,18 6,5 7,5 

129 14 5,23 5 6 

130 15 9,57 9,5 10 

131 16,5 4,93 4,5 4,5 

132 12,5 3,05 3 2 

133 10 4,40 3 4 

134 16 4,75 5 3,5 

135 15 4,65 4,5 4,5 

136 16,5 4,97 4 5 

137 14 4,01 3 3 

138 18 4,56 4,5 6 

139 15 4,97 5,5 5 

140 3 1,74 1 3 

141 12,5 4,97 4 4,5 

142 18 4,68 4,5 4 

143 17,5 6,22 6 7 

144 14 5,33 5 4,5 

145 18 5,44 5,5 5 

146 20 6,30 6 6,5 

147 18 5,47 5 4,5 

148 15,5 7,77 7 7 

149 17 5,08 5 4,5 

150 18 7,00 6 7 

151 18 5,73 5,5 4,5 

152 17 7,97 6,5 8 

153 20 5,08 5 5,5 

154 19 5,28 5 4 

155 19 8,89 8 9,5 

156 19 7,80 7 ,5 7 

157 18 5,32 5,5 5 

158 17 5,23 4,5 5 

159 13 6,17 5 5,5 

160 16 5,32 5 4 

161 18 5,52 5;5 4 
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Group Reading Turkish Math 
Participants Inventory Scores GPA Average Average 

162 18 5,43 5 6 

163 14 5,42 5 4 

164 18 7 ,97 6,5 8 

165 18 5,93 5 4,5 

166 18 7,40 6,5 9 

167 15 5,42 4,5 4 

168 18 7,50 7 6,5 

169 19 6,87 6 7,5 

170 20 8,32 7 9 

171 13 6,50 6 5,5 

172 19 8,30 7 ,5 8,5 

173 16 5,30 4,5 5,5 

174 19 9,07 8,5 9,5 

175 18 5,83 4,5 5,5 

176 18,5 5,75 5 6,5 

177 17,5 5,60 5 5,5 

178 16 4,79 4 3 

179 15,5 6,68 5,5 6 

180 19 8,02 7 ,5 8,5 

181 17 5,44 5 3,5 

182 19 5,12 4 5,5 

183 17 5,19 5 4,5 

184 19 5,33 5 5,5 

185 15 4,42 3,5 4,5 

186 18 5,19 6 4,5 

187 19 8,00 7 8 

188 19 7,05 5,5 6 

189 15 3,62 2,5 4 

190 16 5,20 5 5 

191 18 7 ,88 7 7,5 

192 18 5,55 6 5,5 

193 13 6,57 6 5,5 

194 15 6,85 7 6 

195 18 7,02 6 6,5 
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Group Reading Turkish Math 
Participants Inventory Scores GPA Average Average 

196 17 6,04 5,5 5 

197 14,5 5,00 4,5 3,5 

198 18 6,04 5 6,5 

199 17 6,97 6,5 5 

200 18 6,33 5 6 

201 17 5,15 5 4 

202 16 4,77 4 4,5 

203 12,5 5,37 5,5 4 

204 19 6,15 6,5 5,5 

205 16,5 6,49 5,5 6 

206 18 6,37 6 6 

207 18 5,37 5,5 6,5 

208 14 6,90 6,5 6,5 

209 18 5,92 5 5 

210 16 6,10 6,5 5,5 

211 18 6,80 7 6 

212 14 4.,84 5 5 

213 17 6,00 6 6,5 

214 16 7,22 7 7 

215 20 8,27 8 8 

216 15 4,33 4,5 4 

217 19 8,40 7 8 

218 18,5 7,42 7 ,5 8,5 

219 17 7,92 8,5 7,5 

220 17 5,70 6 4,5 

221 18 6,52 5,5 7 

222 16 4,83 5,5 4,5 

223 13 5,42 5 5,5 

224 9 5,50 5 4,5 

225 17 5,05 5 4 

226 18 7,92 7 7,5 

227 17 6,47 6,5 6 

228 20 5,89 5,5 5 
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THE DATA RECEIVED FROM THE ORHANAGE GROUP 
(N=20) 

Croup Reading Individual Reading Turkish Math 
Participants Inventory Scores Inventory Scores CPA Average Average 

1 16,5 20 6,18 7 5 

2 17 20 3,12 4 3 

3 13 19,3 4,34 4,5 5 

4 16 16,9 6,19 6 6 

5 12 16,7 4,54 5 1,5 

6 15 19 4,52 3 2,5 

7 15 19,3 5,02 6 4 

8 17 20 5,93 6,5 7 

9 13 18,6 5,24 5,5 4 

10 17 19,8 5,72 7 5,5 

11 13 14,1 4,81 4,5 3,5 

12 16 17,2 5,85 5,5 4,5 

13 14 18,4 5,31 5,5 4,5 

14 13,5 19,3 4,19 3,5 3,5 

15 14 16,5 4,52 3,5 5,5 

16 12 17,4 4,63 4 5 

17 12,5 15,4 3,08 2 2 

18 14 19,8 4,38 6 4 

19 10 9,1 4,49 3 4,5 

20 17 19,6 5,29 4,5 3 
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APPENDIX J 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INFORMAL GROUP READING 

INVENTORY AND THE INFORMAL INDIVIDUAL READING 
INVENTORY SCORES 

In the analysis of relationship between the two 

informal reading inventories, the necessary data were obtained 

only for the small group. Therefore, this analysis 1S based on 

the performance of the orphanage seventh graders. 

Reading comprehension levels were defined with respect 

to scores received at the seventh grade level. The results 

are presented in Table A, below. 

TABLE A- The Frequency Distribution of The Informal Group and 
Individual Reading Inventory Scores With Respect to 
Three Different Reading Comprehension Levels (N=20) 

The Number of Students for 
. Reading Comprehension Levels IGRI IIRI 

Independent 0 12 

Instructional 19 7 

Frustration 1 1 

The scores obtained by the small group from the two 

reading inventories were found to be related, and the rank 

order correlation coefficient between two sets of scores was 

determined as .48. The results were significant at .025 level, 

indicating that the scores received from the group inventory 

were similar to those received from the individual inventory. 

Another test, t-test for uncorrelated samples, measuring 

the mean differences between the two sets of reading scores 

of the same individual, was applied. It was found that the 

mean score received for the Informal Individual Reading 

Inventory (x=17.82) was significantly higher than the mean 
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scores (x 2 = 14,38) of the Informal Group Reading Inventory 

(p<.OOs), with 19 degrees of freedom and a calculated t-va1ue 

of 8.02. 

As a final step, Wilcoxon Test was applied, and the 

scores received from the two inventories were not found to be 

symmetric, indicating that the reading levels obtained from 

the group test were different from "that of the individual test~ 

The calculated t-va1ue, 3,90, was found to be significant at 

.005 level, with degrees of freedom being 19. 

In summlng up these findings we can state that the 

two instruments, which were used to diagnose the reading 

comprehension stills of the participants, were found to be 

significantly correlated (p<.02s). The mean scores received 

for the Informal Individual Reading Inventory, however, was 

significantly (p<.005) higher than that of the group inventory. 

Consequently the reading comprehension levels obtained from 

the individual inventory were found to be higher than the ones 

obtained from the group inventory. 
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